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PR$FACE 
coilege newspaper editors across the nation are frequently in 
conflict with administrators, faculty, and sometimes with other students 
over articles published in the student press. Such conflict existed at 
Phillips University at the time of this studym Because research con-
ducted at Oklahoma State University pointed to a method of identifying 
such conflict, this author sought to undertake a comparative study, 
the results of which might serve to reduce future conflict at Phillips 
University. 
The study attempted to examine the role of the student editor as 
seen by administrators, student news staff members, and the editors 
themselves, in terms of Must-Do, May-Do, and Can•t-Do behavior, and in 
relation to job functions of News decisions, Editorial decisions, and 
staff Supervisory decisionsQ 
My appreciation is extended to DrG Walter Je Ward, chairman of 
graduate studies in mass communication at Oklahoma State University, 
and to Dr. Harry E. Heath, Jrq, director of the School of Journalism and 
Broadcasting at Oklahoma State University. Both of these men have given 
valuable:guidance and direction to me in the pursuit of this master's 
degree~ 
I also am grateful to Miss Kath.ye Hill, who has typed and retyped 
this thesis from illegible scratchings and drafts written by the author, 
and to those individuals at Phillips University who took the time to 
respond to the questionnaire. 
.! .! .! 
More than to anyone else, however, my heartfelt gratitude goes to 
my wife Lou Ann, and our two daughters, Lynette and Laura, whose never~ 
fatling confidence and encouragement kept this project alive. 
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IN'l'ROJ)lJCT;ION 
Pu~pose of the Study 
The purpose of this study was to determine what, if any, differ~ 
enees exist in the role perceptions of the editor of ~he ~ax.m~er, 
'" . ), l'····· 
role perceptions o_"f.: the edit<;>r pf 't,bE\l 19aU,41 0'.yoU!'!~,ian at Okl,.ahoma 
State University, a large PU~li~ instit4tion. 
frqm a different positi~~ within thE;l ~niversity eolllQlunity. ?hose grqups 
are the university administrators, the student staff members of the 
student newspaper, i:Uld the individuals who, in recent years, have held 
the position of editor of the student newspaper, 
~t the time the study was conctupted 1 the student newspaper at 
Phillips University haq been em~roiled in an open conflict with at least 
one principal figure within the university administration i:Uld had drawn 
criticism frqm a number of other administrative personnel, nqt the least 
of whom included the acting president of the university. The university 
administration was in a state of limbo foliowing the death of its 
president, who had been .in of;fi (;;e for some 1~ years and p.a<;l d:i,ed of a 
heart attack late in the summer. 
The editor, through a seri~s of editorials, critici~ed the ~~nner 
in which the Dean of StudE:mi;s haridled a v~olation of 4niversity dormi!'!" 
tory policy concerning the possession of marijµana~ The newspapef too~ 
the position that the Dean of Students, acting as the prosecution in the 
student court ta which the case was dire~ted, violated a basic principle 
of human rights and law by ;re:fu~:i.ng to accept the ~rl:udent court ruling, 
which found the students guilty and handed dqwp a probationary sentence, 
In his refusal t}J.e Dean of Students appealed the ca::ie to anqi;he;r student 
court, $(;)eking to have the penalty increased to a ruUng of e:,cpulsion. 
After the lower ~ourt's ruling was upheld by the student appeals court, 
the Dean appealed again, this time to a Joint si;udent~fa9ulty morale and 
disGipline ~qmmittee, which alli!o upheld the original dei;iis:i.on~ .Again 
the Dean of Students appeale¢l the decision, th,is time to the act:i.ng 
president of the 4niversity. The acting president also upheld the 
original ru+;ing. 
'l'hroughout the sey~:ral wefkS in whic;b th!;! oc,tse ~as in litigat;i.on 1 
the student newspaper otfered several editorial opinions concerning tp.e 
Pean of Stµdents' handling of tne case and suggei;;ted that the Dean was 
violating the rights qf tne defendantE;i by see~ing to have t:P.e penalty 
increased after the defendants had been foµnd guilty. The newspaper 
also su1:1gested that the c;;aE;ie should never have been taken to the student 
cou;rt system peeause poss~ssion of marijuana ia a violation of st&te law 
and it should have beer handted by the county or district coµrt. 
Moreover, the newspaper had qbtained information tnat the university 
had contaot13d the county attorney but had been advised that the case 
would probably not be sucpessfµlly prosecuted because the Dean of 
Students had not conducted a le(:Jal search when he found the evidence in 
the st~dents' roomr The newspijper sugg~sted that the Pean of S~udents 
had simply gotten him~~l! into an embarra~~ing sit~atiop and was 
attempting to use tne st~4ent qourt in an effort to save face and 
demonstr~te his authority. 
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It il;l oelieved that the stud.ent newspaper's editorial po~ii tion was 
instrumental in pvevel:'ltipg tna students from being expelled ana that the 
acting president, without the attention i:irawn by the editorials~ may 
have supported thEl I)ean of Students. 
This incident, then, resulted in l'l.ll open break. between the student 
newspaper and th<i'! 1,1.ni versity administrAtion and may have i1wolved a 
basic difference ~n role pero~ptions of the editor's responsi~ilities 
and authori, ty. 
While this ~ase may l;le unique in itsqwn way, it se:rves as an 
example of the per~nnial cgnfliot between student newspap~rs anp 
university administrations~ a qontliet which has been played out time 
and again on eampuses acros1o the couptry. The resul,t is a renewal of 
interest in the student newspaper's role within a university comp1unity 
and, in many cases, drasti~ ~hanges in the structure of the newspapers 
that serve tp.ose schools. 
Sparking these changes are such confvontations as the one described 
in this chapter, Other cqnfliots have ceqtered on explicit descriptions 
of sexual relat~ons, the use of words generally considered to be obscene 
,1:nd profane, anq unsubstantiated reports and stories of unive1;sity 
actions witnout 1.;egard to professionally accepted sti;l.11dards of respon-
sible repo1;ting~ 
Student new~paper~ have drawn criticism not only frpm the ~dmin~ 
istrator~ of the;i.J:' sch.pols, 1:)ut from legislators, ai41Dni, fa~µ,lty, and 
even some of their peers in th~ ranks of the student body, 
At some schools the student editor has been 't'emoved from offioe, 
SQll1etimes along with the faculty adviser, And, while it is impossible 
to obtain 1;1,E:;e;:urate data on the number of $UCP. incidents, it is reasc:,n..-
able to assume that many individuals have 1:)een given the chan~e to 
resign quietly rather than be sul:)jected to formal discipline and termi~ 
nation, actions which mi9ht dwnage their record and inhipit their 
cq.anc13i; for futurie empioyment, 
Aside frop1 fi:rin9 qf tho~e in ch,arge of the student 11-ewspam:u;:, the 
most widely used methocl of dealing with an unruly student pveE!ls has been 
for the university to d;i.. vorce ~ tsel;f from the cwnpus n,ewsp~:per hr with ... 
drawing official supp~rt, This support traditionally has taken the 
form of equipment, bu:Uding111, suppUes, µtil:i;t;ies, and the salc:p:•ies of 
of such support has become more cop1m,on. Ec\ucation journals $UCh as 
Chronicl.e~ ,g[ Hi~her Education have reported a lively trend in this 
. t' 1 d;i,.rec ion. In some cases administrators c;lnd in othe:i:- cal;!es student 
editor;;; have $Ollght the separation. 
Changing NewsRaper Patterns 
The courts have plqyed an important role in this development, par~ 
ticularly in relation to publicly sqpported institutions, by ruling in 
three landmark decisions that any censorship of a newspaper in a public 
2 college or universii;y constitutes inte;rference with press freedom. 
Going even f~rther, a federal cqurt ruled in a case involvin~ 
North, Carolina Cent:riill Up.iversity that the stud~nt newspaper could not 
receive finarici~l su~port from the univer~ity ~ec~use such support 
"miQht compromise the paper's freedom. 113 
~ome college~, however, have kept out of the student new~paper 
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publishing business and see nothing unusual about an independent student 
such papers~ The Crimson owns its own building anct equipment and 
a CaJ'!IPUS building which was; const:r4cted in '.\.9J~ with prof;i ts aecummula ... 
ted by the paper !lnd the year°Qook, It is suppo;i;,ted by a $'.\.Q per year 
subscription fee and the income from adve:t'tisin(:]. 4 
went through a transfonnation in which it became totally i,ndepend~nt. 
~lenwood L. Creech, presi,dent 1 reportedly is happy with the new arrange~ 
ment. lie Si'ii d: 
W):len they were getting the. student money, the Kernel staff 
would sell Jµ,st enough ads to gE)t th:rough the yea:r. Then 
they'd do as they damn well pleased the rest of the tim!:). 
There are some who think the paper was more exciting in 
those ctays, but my life na1;1 been a hell of a lot more 
pleasant since we made the change. I knew it was a thorn, 
but I didn • t know how qig a thorn it was until, they pulled 
it out,5 . . 
In Florida, the newly indepenctent Fli'ilI!beau at ~lorida ~tate 
University finds itself with a somewhat different finc1,:noial, re:).ationshi]? 
than the arrangements despriqed earlier. 
The Fl,arnbE;1au receive-Si some $22,000 peri year from the university and 
in return proyides one pag~ four times each week fqr the university 
administration to use as an official bulletin. The remaining page$ 
cqntinue to carry stories and advertisements which follow the editorial 
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poU cies of 1;he :papt;U."' s edi tQr. ~ven with the $22, 000 guarMteed 
advertising revenue :f:ro111 the university, the Flambeau still has to make 
up $70,000 lost in university sµpport, which µsed to total $9?,000 per 
year. 
AU this means that the Flaml:;>~au is in a precarious financial 
position. Th~ paper's board chairman has estimated that it will require 
$200,000 to operate during the 1972-7) school year but projects income 
of only $177,000, including income from the university's official 
bul],etins and all other advertising revenue. 
In the Floriqa case the law again played an important part in 
shaping the future of college journalism. The state's attorney ~en~ral 
had ruled that colle~e presidents cpuld neither censor newepape:rs nor be 
6 
held liable for damaging statements in them. 
In NovE:Jmper, 1972~ the University of Florida newspaper, the Florida 
/.lliaator, found itself in ey similar confl:i,ct with Pre1;1ident Stephen Cr 
.: ¢.- -,-- µ i 
O•Connell, Holding the Flaint1eau up as fl.n example, the l/niversity of 
Florida administration is attempting to force restructuring of the 
From data available on the structure of college newspapers, it is 
apparent that most administrators and editors who have been through 
''divorce" proceec;lings between the school and the paper agree that a 
one~year or two-year period of transition is the best way to accomplish 
tpe goal. ~y reducing the amount of financial support from the univer-
sit:y over a two-yeal" period, the newspaper can adjust :j,ts bupget and 
taJ,ce steps to increape revenue from advel"tising ill a realisi;i~ manner~ 
Thus, the newspaper's chances ;for survival are improved, 
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',l'ti,e 1Jniv(!l:rsity ~:f Tennessee's :Oail.z '.aeacon becarnE; ip.clepeq,~•rit, but 
,,; • .• 1 ' ··1 
pay tne paper• s overdq.e bil.'J.s~ Nol"th Carolina Cent:ral Is c,~r~s Elcho, 
mentioned ea:rlier in this ehapter as the cause of a Federal Co4rt ruling, 
is now ~~funct. lt can't pay its Qills and the court order prohibits 
the university from proyiding funds~ 7 
the president of Troy $tate Co~lege (now Troy ~t~te University) could 
not expel a stuclent ~ditor to~ ~riti~i~in~ the state gove~nnient~ 8 
e:ictended beyom;l tl:le :i;:rr<1>:t'ess:ic:mal p:ress to include tp.e ~ollegiat~ p;ress~ 
publishing a controversial article by Eldridge Cleaver~ The court said 
that the administration of a state university epuld not censor or pre~ 
vent publication of an objeotionable issue~ Such ce~sorshiB constitutes 
state interference with freedom of the press, the court said, 9 
It is apparent from this evidernpe that many colleQe editors see 
their role in campus newspap~r publishing from a somewhat different 
position than do many administrators. Or, to put it another way, role 
perception apparently varies when diff~rent people look &t ~he editor's 
jqb. 
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primacy role of ke~p:iilg tne ii.n:i, v~rs;i.1:y commun:i, ty in~ormed; :in many 
instances they also fµnction as an a~junct of the academic program by 
providing a laboratory for student journal~sts to hone t~eir writing 
and editing abilities. 
Pro~edures at Phillips fU'ld Oklahoma State 
In a study by Sµsan ~us~r Carter at O~lahoma State University in 
community o~ so~e 17,000 students. It seems apprppriate to e~ine the 
:j,ng nature. 
constitut;i.onal organirz:ation, with OSU being a state supported land-
grant institution w):lU~ Phill:i,ps UniversHy is a pr;i.v~te eburoh .. rel,ate!l 
coll t;ige. In terms of she, the two e chool s are si gn;i. fi eantl y different , 
with Phillips nwnbering under 1,500 students. The academic philosophies 
of th~ two schools also are different. Oklahoma State University says 
it is ~ominitted to prpmoting J,iberal and practical education on the 
campus, throughout th~ state of Okl~oma,and in those areas of the 
10 
nation and world where its special talents can be put to use. · 
Phillips, on the other hand, says it exists for its students and 
p~ovides a Christian at~osphere and ~l,imate of learning in whiqh the 
student can grow~ mature, and become a y9ung ~dult resp9nsible for his 
Phillips University is a liberal arts institution, 
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Moreover, the two stud~nt 1;1~ws:papers iat ti,.~ :re~p~cti ve s~h,pQl~ 
:function Ul;'lder a dU'fe:rent organ:i.zaticmal 1;1t;n.!,ct1,1re an,d seek to servei 
To.e Daily 0 1 Collegian editor is selected eacn semester by the :i'loard 
· · · · I -, , - ,- 1 , · I 
o;f Directors of O~lahoma Sti'l.te l)ni versHy Stm:lent puplicat;i.ons~ 'fhe 
edttor serves fov one semester. 
The H.:1.:~~er ecl,i ~or is elected ir;i an a.ll-so!:lool election after 
having been screened and approved for inclusion oµ the ballot PY tl;le 
Phqlips University Col!lfDiti;ee on Stuaert :p1,1qlicc1-tions, The editor 
serves for one yec1-r anc;l inay l:'UP for re,-electicm, +he piast tn:ree .. edHors 
were ;first elec;ted at the end of' their sopl:iomore ye?trs arid ea<cb wc1-s 
elected to serve as editor for a subsequent year. TJ;u9 , in the paat 
six :years the newspaper hcJ.9 na,d only three editors~ 
The director of the Oklahom19- State U!'.).iversity Sc;lj.opl of Journalism 
and Broadcai:;ting servei:; !=tS puplisher of the pail;y: ~.' CoUegiap, while at 
Phillips University i:he faculty adviser to ,student publi<;;ations !;lerve13 
as the publisher of the Haymaker. 
Each o;f the two schools has an eight memb11fr board of directors, 
although at Pl;lillips that body is called the Committee on Stuctent PubJi,.,. 
catiops. Boa.rd members at Oklahoma State University are appointed by 
the president of the un:i.verE!ity ;frpm nominees representing the faculty 
Council 1 Student Senate, 1:1.nd the S<,::hool of Journalism anq ]3roadcc1sting. 
The Committee o;n StuµElqt Publicc1tions at Ph,ill:J.ps University 
opmpr:l,ses four students and four faculty .... staff personnel. Two of the 
:student memb~ffs are the editors pf the two principal studElnt pul>lica-
t:i.ons 1 thl'} Ha:Ym.ake,r and The Phillipiae, (yearbook). Two other student 
members are appointed by the Student Senate, The four faculty-staff 
m~mbers include t~e adviser to stude~t publications, and three other 
persons appointed by tnie et,.~i:nnan of the $tudent and Campus Li;fe Cpm ... 
mittee, to which th.f! Gpmmittee cm Student Publications; :t1eports. 
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The primary duty of the OSlJ board of publici:l.tions is the selection 
of newpaper and yearbook editors and approval of publication staffs and 
budgets. This body also may discharge an editor before his t~nn has 
been completed. 
The primary duty of the PhilHps University Com~ittee on Student 
the student newspaper and the yearbook and approval of those ~andidates 
whose names are placeq on the all~school elect+on ballqt. The committee 
also has the power to approve the budgets prepared by the edi\ors and, 
if it deems necessary, to remove an eoitor from office. 
An additio11al structure within the Oklanoma State Univer!!;lity Dail7 
O•Colleg:i..an organization ~s the Board of p;i.rectors of the O•Co;J..legian 
p, .. 5 .. ,j 'I" 
Publishing Company 1 a non~profit corporation Gl:l.artered by the State of 
Oklahoma. This body inc;Lµdes the university presio.ent, chairman of tl:).e 
Board of Student Publications, director of student publications, dean of 
student a:ffairs, comptrol;J.er, director of the $ch,ool c,:f Journ1;1,lism and 
B:roadcastirrn, and the editor of the pailx O' C~lleaian.. This board 
exists because the O•Collegian Publishing Company owns the equipment and 
employes the prodµ~tiqn p~rsonnel to pub~ish the student newspap~r~ 
Phillips University does not have a corresponding bqdy wj.t11in Hs 
student puol;ioat;iops structure because the newspaper is produced by a 
commercial printer who both sets the type and prints the pu'blication. 
The student newsp,!lpers differ also in their frequency of pu'blica~ 
tion. The D,!ii;l.y 0 1 Colleaia_;n publishes five days a week and the Harmaker 
only once, The :Pai}~ ?'.CPU~a~a,n f:jervias ;its untver~ity community by 
printin9 ne~s of c~pus liUld local events ~swell as regiQnal 1 national, 
and international news qbtained !~om an Associ~ted Press wire and othe~ 
news services. The tt~maker do€ls not concern itself with news oµtside 
the imwediate university community. 
13oth the Dail1 0' Colle)ili,l')-n and the Ha;maker ac;cept advertising for 
financial support. 
Rple Perception Theory 
f'\lthough the two schools and newspaper::;; differ ;i,n obvious ways, 
tn~y ...... and other institutions anq student papers ...... have many things in 
common~ One ;is the opportunity for disagreements to oc~ur between tqe 
editor and pis staff or tqe editor and the university administration, or 
any gombination of the three ~roups. 
As pointed oµt by Carter, a di!~erence in perception of the role of 
student editor by administrators and '1buc:lding jo4rnal ists" could C~l'/, ... 
ce;i.v?tbly p:recip;i. tate a major eontrave:ri;;y, And, al though guid!31:ines mi;!ly 
l;>e devEll.oped for the editor .and s~aJ'f wd ters, thip fact doeis not 
always mean t):lat the ipdividuais invqlved agree with the guideHnes or 
the interpretation of them. The result, of course, is a variance in 
role Perception. 
In discussing role perception and pehavior, Professor David Berlo 
of Michigan State University uses three classifications of role behavior. 
l'ney are the things an individual "must" do, the things he "may" do, and 
the tllings he "must not" do. Berlo says that every individual views his 
role in a given situation in one of these classifications, and also 
views the role of other inqividuals the same way, 
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~e further states that roles can be viewed in terms 9f ~rescrip-
tion!i!, descdptiqns, and e:xpeqi;ations, with eqnflict pccu:rrini;, wnen 
these are not in a9~eeme11~. For exi;11t1:ple, if an individual is tol4 what 
his role is he :i,s 1;1iven & d~sc;:ription of that role, complete with some 
;idea of the expectations others have for him. This is not to say that 
he will necessarily agree with that role description, but he will at 
least know what is expected and what might happen if he does not conform 
to that role. Assuming that he does not like the role description he 
may choose to take on another role (job) or he may decide to challenge 
the role lly v;i.ola,hn~ its prescription and take whateve;r conli)equenees 
befall him. 
Anothev aspect of the role behavipr p~oblem deals with what h~ppens 
when an individµal is not given a presGription of his role, ln such a 
case the indtv:idµal t~nds i;o l:!!e uncertain about what is expected of him 
and he may do something that his superiors will ppt like, even though 
he does not int~pd to violate their expeptations. 
Thus, the vari al;l;l es in this study, a,s in t~e Ga:rtE1r study, oegin 
with the variable of J3E)HAVlOR on tp.e part of the !:!di tor, BEHAVIOR is 
sub~divided into two c~tego;ries of Must"Do and May~Do. A seaond vari~ 
able is the editor's FUNCTION within three classification~ of his 
respons:i.bilities. Those c:lassifications are News, Editqri.al, and 
Supervisory duties, 
In order to o~tain compara~le data on role P!:lrceptions of :i.ndivid-
qals at a small private school (Phillips University) and a la3rge 
publicly supported institution (Oklahoma State University), the partici-
pants were drawn from the same positions wh:i.ch form the third variable~ 
SOCIAL SYS'l'EM~ 
:t.J 
The study's SOC~4~ SYSTEM is comp~ised of thre~ groups qf i~divid-
uals, each interacting wi~hr the othe:rs, and each bolding expectations 
about the editoris roie. Th~ three groups are classified ~epording to 
their position within the university structure and include :t.) adminis~ 
trators, 2) student staff ~embers, and J) editors of the student paper. 
Oqjectives 
As in the Carter study, there were several principal objectives. 
The Carter study listed thes~ four: 
:t.) To detennine areas of agreement among the three groups 
concerning the editor's e;icpected duties, thus indicating 
mandatory or ''must .... i;:10 11 behavior, 
2) To determi~e a~eas of agreement among the three groups 
concernin9 une;,q,e~ted dutie~ for the editor, thus indicating 
"can•t .. do" behaviors. 
J) To determine area~ of agreem~nt among the ~hree g~oups 
concerning the ed.i tor's pe;rmitted or "may .. l;lo" behav:l.or, 
4) To determine areas of disagreement among the three groups 
concerning the editor's actual pehavior. 
for the purposes of this study, the following objective was 
added: 
5) To determine areas of variance Qetween like groups at both 
Phillips and osµ toward the editors' behavior at the 
respective schools. 
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l'he survey was c;:o;nductE;q tnrou1:1n tll~ µs(<;l qf a 48.,..,itern ;research 
instrument (see Appendix A) virtually identical to that used in the 
Carter study, in order to form the basis {or a valid comparison, The 
items were desi~ryed to test the editor's Must~Do and May~PQ behavior, 
with 24 statements in each category. Within eaeh category, eight items 
were framed around the FUNCfION of News, ~ight around Editorial, and 
eight around Sqperv:Lsory, The same dei,ign proae<lpre wi').s use<l in the 
questions testing the May~Pq Beqavior. 
The assigned variable of SOCIAL SYSi$M was ~ontrolled qy coding the 
instruments sent to individuals within the three SOGIAL SYSl'EMS, 
Administrators, Editors, and Stci.ff Members. Wh.;i)e ea19l1 :ries:r:10:nd.ent could 
be identified by SOCIAL SYS+l!!M 1 no provis~on was made to isol~te 
individual respondents within each SQ~IAL $YSTEM, 
li'OOTNOTE$ 
1'l'eresa L. Ebert, "More Papers Cut'j;.;ing 'l'ies with Colhges.-... l:nlt witI,. 
Som(;! Mhg:l.v;ings," The Chronicle of Higher :IDducation (November 6, 1972), 
p. 5. - -
~arry D. Sorensen, "One Way to Get Rid of Racy College Papers," 
The Nat;ional Observer (Janµary 13, 1973), p. 18, 
3rbid.' p. 18. 
'*rbi<l~, p. 18. 
5Ib;id., P, 18. 
6Ibid,, p~ 18. 
7El;>ert, P, 5. 
8lbid., p. 5. 
9lbid., P, 5. 
1011General lnfo:nnation; 'rhe lln~versity," Oklahoma State University 
G;raduate C!;\tc11o2 (St:i-llwater, 197~), P. 4:J. 
i:1 11General ln;formation," PhilH;ps llJ:').;ive:rsitX l)~d~rara?µ.ate CatalOIJ 
(Enid, 1972), p. I±. 
Literature on the subject of role perception and on the function of 
student newspapers indi~ates that variances in behavior are expected of 
the student edi tc:>r :i,n tha tqree :(unctions of :News, Ed;itoda+, and 
St,1.pervision by the various PUPl ios with wq.ol!f his ac1:i vi t:i,es and his 
newspaper interrela.i;e. 
In ner thesis, ~a:rte:r :i,nv~$tigated seven t)road categQ:des of 
editor" and 13tu¢1.ent ... newS,paper ,ha,;i~~terist;i.c:.j;! 111 from available :Lite:ra,.,. 
ture she l:lOlllpiled deSGl;":i,pticms o! supervi~ory struci;tures, state~ents of 
gu:i,del,ines :(l!)r student newspape;t"s, v21,ryi:ng p:hUosc,,phies of cor;i.1,eot Qf 
the press, reh:t;ionsh!ps 'between the ed;i.tor anci aclministr1;rtors~ news 
values held by student editops, an!i the function a:nd role of tn.e editor, 
Since tn-e Carter si:;udy, it11pol;'t1;1,nt literature availal:>le on most of 
these su'tljects hai;; not been greatly increased. flowever, the sqpervision 
and guidelines areas nave undergone Qhange as restru~turing of the 
st\ldent :pvess at s«;>me institutions of h:i,gher learning has moved fot'ward,. 
Th:i,s author will ~ot review d~ta readily available in t~e Carter 
study. It seems ~ore :i,mport/.:lllt at this pqint to pick ~P tq~ t~read of 
new literatu.re. 
It would seem, too 1 that ~he ~hara~teristics of newspaper content, 
relationships betwee~ the editor and his administrators, n~ws values, 
and fune,tions and rol~s of the editor are ultimately broµght :i,nto focus 
1,7 
li>Y exa1dning tl:le per;fc;,rmance of the student press ip relationsbip to its 
or~anizational structure, Willi?Un J~ Small, CBS Washipgton Bureau 
manager, in his boolc Pc;>l;i. Uc.al P<;>wer and thEil Press, po;i.nts out that an 
'·,, .. ......-.~ ... ,. . 
understanding of the eitructu:re 1;1.nd organ;i.zation of an ;i.nstitution (in 
the case of his book it is the government, but the same rationale may be 
used in many areas) can often point to such things as values, functions, 
an<,i. roles of individuals within that 111tructurei" So it is with the 
student press .. .Anqther point to consider is tlle: ;fact that each inqi-
v;i.dual peree;i.ves things from a vantage point that is unique unto h;i.mself, 
Thus, when one qegins to search into the area of role expectations he 
must remember that, in many ;instances, perceptions studied will vary 
widely in term.s of the "ox being gored~'' 
Campus Newspaper Guidelines 
Guidelines and o:i;"ganizational structure of eampus n1;iwspapers differ 
from one school to the next. Their pu:rp9se is to give order and con-
tinui ty to the paper (:remembering that editors change frequently), to 
hold uP ceJ;tain standa;rds of profe.si;donal and ('lthical practice, and, not 
too :i,:nfrequently, to p;rotect i;he 111:>est" interestE1 pf the administ;i:-ation 
(as perceived by the administrat;i.on, which also changes from time to 
time). 
The stru~turEl of the Phil.lips Upiversity Halmaker is set by The 
Constitution of Student Pul:>J,ications of Phillips University, but the 
paper al, so is syl;lject to certain infonnal limits wh:i.c4 cJ;,tapge with time 
and practice, an9- wi t:ti. tlle pe:rsopal ;i.ties o:J; individuals such a$ the 
editor, adviser, staff ~embers, and administrative personnel, 
Key provisions of the con$titution are ~eprinted below. 
Pµ:rpose 
The Gommittee shall be accountable to t~e Student Life 
Comm:i, ttee qf Phillips Vniversi ty for the policies am,d p;rp-
cedures of student publications, for the approval of their 
si,moent personnel and :for the approval of the budgets of 
the Haxn?~e,r, the Pllil,li:gi~n and such other student publi.., 
~ations that this Cqmmitte~ deems advisable, 
.i\utho:ri ty 
Tbe Committee shall have the authority to carry out its 
activities pursuant to accomplishing its stated purpose. 
This means that the Cqmmittee has the authority to conduct 
in~uiries and investigations into activities related to 
student pul;llications ,1:3,np tQ make recqmmenc;lations to the 
appropriate pe~sons. 
Sec. 1~ 'l'he edito~s of. the ~am~~ and the PhilV~~an are 
students in a lean:LnQ s;i.tuat1c;>n and heri,ce, a13 they develo:p 
their abilities, it i,;; desirable i;bat supervi$ion and 
guidanpe by faculty and/or staff be provided~ The Journalism 
Department shall provide th~ supervision fo:r the Ha;zpiak.er 
and the Ph,illi;J;!~E)f1 br app9inting an adv:i,ser wno will 'b!a I a 
member pf the journalism f~oulty. Editors are entrusted 
with the resppnsibility ~f managing and Qperating their 
publications 4nder the' direction of the adviser. ~very 
opportunity s~ould be given to the editor and the other 
contributing students to express their individuality within 
the framework of the acoepted traditions of excellence 
:relative to their particular publication~ The Committee 
seeks to develop policies that allow these editors and other 
stulient participants to grow and tc;> develop their talents, ano. 
that insure th.at these publications appropriately serve the 
total university community, 
Sec, ~. The adviser to student publiqations is, in faat, an 
adviser. The adviser's role is one of encouraging editors to 
seek and maintain high standards of journalism and to exercise 
discretion and good taste in the editorial policies and business 
ma.11-agement of the respective puolications. The adviser should 
not act as censor to any publication- If the adviser so 
dei;;;Lres, he should, 11,qwever, have prior access to any and fl.11 
~rticles 1 editoriali;;, photographs, and/or other material 
intended for use in the publications to which he is adviserf 
In the eyent of disagreement between the adviser and student 
editor, the isi;;ue may be brought before this Committee a,nd 
its decision will be bino.ing on all parties concerned-
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Sec. J, l'l:le student editors ShAll have authority to determine 
poli eies ;(o:r tneir r~spective publications, 13ubjeei; to c!-nY 
limitations placed thereon by this Committee~ With this 
authority tqe editor13 also assume the responsibility for 
their actio~s and the responsibility to have their publi~ 
cation produced and distributed at regularly announ~ed 
intervals. lt is the desire of this Committee that the 
editors work in )larmony with the publications adviser, 
keeping the adviser fully informed of all matters pertaining 
to both edit~rial eontent and fiscal conditions of their 
publieation. 
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The organization of the student newspaper at Phi+lips University is 
se>mething of a blend between tne tra<;li tionEU form of total 4ni versi ty 
control and the emerging form of total independence, 
The theory that varian~es in role perception do exist between 
editors and administrators is supported by the emerging patterr of 
independent campu13 newspaper~ across the nation. Usually this is the 
result of a conflict between the administration and the campus paper 
whiGh both sides think m~y best be resolved by divorcing the paper from 
the instituti9n (a sure indtca~ion that the ai:lministration does not see 
the campus editor's role as does the editor, and that tne editor does 
not see the administration's role as does the administration). 
Periodical Comment and Analysis 
William E. Porter, in an a~ticle published in Saturdar Review says 
, • " most well known campi,1.s dailies have no connection at all 
with the school or department of journalism (for e:Jl:ample, the 
Paily Illini, Wisconsin's Daily Cardinal 1 the Michigp.n D'1.ily, 
the Columbia Spectator, and the Stanford Daily)~ 1Soine are 
still pu'bHshed by th; jol!.l'nalism unit, but even in most of 
these it i~ not necessary to pea jounialism major to be on 
the paper. . 
Jeff Greenfield, former editor~in-chief of the University of 
Wisconsin Daily C&rdina.],, says the;t'e are "two dist~nct and cont:r,adictory 
schools of thought" in the college press. One is content to be an 
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adjunct of the un~v~rsi ty• s public r~lations department, accepting its 
policies imd progrc.W1s .and "spei;!.king out only on issues pf the nar\t"pwest 
concern," 1'he second is acti vi i:j!t, 11publ i shing indepen<lent ;reporHng 
. 3 
and commentary abo4t educational and broader poncernso 11 
Whether the conflict between editors and administrators be one of 
news values, ethics, philosophies or some other subjective matter, the 
fact is that ultimately the issue comes to a boil when the editor 
aGtu.ally publishes (or perhaps threatens to publish) something that the 
administrati1:m do(;ls not want made knowth In that respect, and in the 
final analysis, it comes down to content. 
The history of college journalism is riddled wi tq examples of 
conflict betwee11 the editor apd the admini$tration, the result, in the 
author's opinion, of variances in role perception between the prrinqip·als 
involved. 
Pften at issue is the concept of freedom of the press balanced 
agi;!.inst its exercise of responsibility, 
Few, if any, administrators oppose a free student press in 
the abstracte What is undeniably true is that several tim(:)s 
every year student editors are suspended or fired, and 
papers are confiscated and o.estroyed for comment which 
administrati;,rs have attaeked as •irresponsible' or an 
'abuse of freedom' or 'a violation of the canons of good 
taste.,'-± 
Examples of C0nflict 
Some of the most touchy issues a crunpus newspaper deals wit!+ .are 
local or statewide politics, fiscal matters having to do with the 
maJ;lagement of the school, and such social topics as those having to do 
with sex. 
The Oakland Qbs1;1rver, af't;e;r oonductini;i a survey on se;x: 1 found 
itself in troubh "1'i th the scm<>i:>l 's cl\a;nceU or, who demand~d th.at tne 
story be withdrawn. ':!;'he editor refµse<:I and w1;1.s fired. 'l'he paper 
was confiscated. The chancellor said his action was justified because 
"the students refused to take [it] seriously•·· they trei;\ted th,is as 
a ~oke. 115 
Because of its involvement in Cf11llpus politics, the Notre Dame 
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Scholastic incurred the wrath of the administration. The Scholastic, in 
an editorial, stated that President Hesburg should be made cl;tancellq:ir 
and that a layman stiqu,ld be made presidentff ~uddently the Scho).astip' s 
moderator (adviser) took a more active interest in the public~tion. He 
began to advise with more regularity, using~ policy directive defining 
the "prudent e:x:tent" of i;:omment as i:t1.1-thori ty !for his actions. "A. short 
time later the school announced that three of the editors had resigned 
6 
to the sur,prise of the ed;i, tovs. 11 '!' •• 
Aroninistratovs are not the ontY source o;f ~ori.fiiqt witp th~ scnool 
paper. Some editors find tl;tey 013,n aroU,se tne anger of students, too. 
The student c;oundl suspended fonds to the Daily Pepnsylvanian 
[in 1962] after a series of disputes over ec:'!.itorial policy, ·· 
Attem2ts to firfil edi to;rs have been· made seve:r:-al times a,t · 
UCLA.7 
At Pn,illips Univ€!rsi ty the same possibi~ity exists. Th€! HaymaJ<;er 
is funded from student fees wh~ch a:r-e ~llrned ovel' oy 'tli,e tlniversity tq 
the Student Senate. The StµQeqt Senate, ;i.n turn, allocates thei;;e funds 
to numer<!!US campµs or~anizatians, including the student newspaper and 
the yearl:>aok. It is conceivable that the student government could with.,,. 
hold funds from tne p-ub].ic.at:i.ons becam;e a portion of a p:ppposed $tudent 
Bill of Rights which wo-ulli have prevented c;:ensu:re of the campus press by 
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of Trustees • 
.Spme campus pape:rs are finding that the only way to be free of 
university control ( either e;X:plici t or impUed) ;i,s to operate without 
a1;1y :financial assistance from the university~ Th;r,t;ie such campus pi:l,pers 
include those at Michigi:in, Illinois, and Wisconsin. 
Here in the Southwest, the University of Texas' D,ailX ~exan has , 
long been an example of independence. It has resisted periodic attempts 
of the administration and the University of Texas Board of Regents to 
gain control, 
A classic CMS occu;r:red in 1966 when a member of thEl Boal'd qf 
Regents became upset over the paper's editorial policy, He 9~1.l,ed :for a 
panel o! professional Te,c:as newspaper editors to review t):le oap1pus 
:Edi tor l\aye Nortqcott and ner staff held thei:i;- own, and to 
their antagonist's embarrassment the Texas newspapermen 
made it abµndantly qiE;lar they would have no sympathy with 8 
any attempts to OE;lnsor one of ,l\tperica's best ean;ipus dailies. 
Role Expectations and Behaviol' 
Additional literature of a more scientific nature, representing 
inquiry conducted b:y soyia.l researchers and communic?Ltion theorists, 
indicates that behavior will vary wit~ the role function and with the 
expectations and role descriptions held by the individual whose behavior 
is examined and by those who examine his behavior. 
Conflicting e:icpectations of behavior may lead to conflict between 
individuals~ Berlo 1;1ays there is need to clarify role desc;:riptions 
when expectations clash. He points out that individuals predict the 
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behavior of others on the basis of expectations. When expectations are 
in conflict, communication breaks down. 
Carter pointed out that expectations in behavior do vary ~etwe~n 
the student editor, the administratio~, and the student staff, in some 
t»mbinations of BEHAVIOR (May~Po and Must-Do), and role (fUNCTION in 
tenns of News, Editorial, or Supervisory)~ the principal objective of 
tl:u;i Carter sttidy was "to determine how university administrator19 and 
nl!}ws staff members of the :O?Lilt O'Colleg;i,.an expectec;L the editor to 
l;>ehave in relation to the editor's expectations concerning };).is behavio:1:q119 
Objectives and findings of the Carter study included: 
Objective No. 1, ~he first objective of this study was to 
d~termine area~ ot agreemep.t conqerning the editor's 
expected duties, thus indicating mi;l.tldatory or Must-Do 
B$HAVIOR. 
In his News fUNCtION, the editor is expected to consult 
with the faculty adviser on libel, assign reporters to 
~over off~campus n~ws of special interest to the univer~ 
sity community, Bresent all pertinent views on contra~ 
versial issues, and print names of those charged with 
criminal ac;ts. 
In his Editorial fUNOTION 1 the editor is expected to 
confine opinion to the editorial page, edit and print 
letters to the edi to.r, and interpret campus events thrqu!;Jh 
editorials. General approval was indicated for the 
editor to accept sole responsibility for publication of 
all editorial and opinion content. 
l\s a Sl\perv::j, 1;,o:r I the ed;L tor :i,s e;xpe c;,ted to Qooperate with 
the circulation and advertisirg departments in planning 
speciai editions to increase advertising revenue. He is 
e;xpeoted to dismiss irresponsible staff members, hold 
p~riodic staff meetings, and prevent the staff from using 
the newspaper for personal publicity, He is expepted to 
approve controvevsial material before publication anc;l deal 
direc:tly with newspaper cri tics 1 
Objective No. ~~ The second obje~tive of this study was to 
dis(:01ver areas of agreement concerning unexpected duties for 
the editor or Can 1 t.-Op aEHAVlOR. 
In his News FUNCTION, the editor is not expected to prevent 
bad news about the university from being published. 
In his Editorial fUNCTION, the editor is not e;x:pected to 
submit his editorials to the publisher prior to publi~ation. 
As a Supervisor, the editor is not expected to determine 
the numoer of pages of in.di vi dual i1?sues of the paper. 
O'bject:i,ve No. 3. The t:!lird objective was to p.eterminE) a:i;-eas 
of agreement concerning the editor Is permitted or Nay ..J)p 
BEHA.VIOR. 
In his News FUNCTION, the editor may feel free to determine 
if a topic is suitable for a news story, print in-depth news 
stories on local social and political issues, and report 
meetings of any group whose decisions affect the university 
community. He may refuse to reveal his news sources, print 
unsolicited business material, or stories previously printed 
in other newspapers. He may feel free to out story length 
when space is limited. 
In his Editorial FUNC'l'ION, rthe editor m,si.y feel free to seh~t 
topics for editorials including promoting students' interests 
on controversial issues, criticizing administration polic~es, 
and endol:'sing student political candidates, He may write 
editorials related to off~campus social and political issues. 
He may feel free to print letters from off-campus. 
ln his Supervisory Fl)NCl'lON, the editor may feel free to 
extend the deadline for a late ~ews story. He should feel 
free to appoint students without journalism training to his 
paid staff and to allow staff members to work for off-campµs 
newspapers. He shpuld feel free to select ;my syndicateq 
features within his allotted budget. He may bE)come friends 
with student government leaders~ He should feel free to 
seek out background briefings on ap.y news suoject. He may 
accept qr reject advice) from the faculty adviser~ 
01::>jecti ve No~ 4,~ 'n1,e fourth objective of this .study was to 
determine areas of disagreement concerning the editor's 
actual bep.avior. 
Oisagreement existed over whether the editor solely shoµld be 
re.spons;i..bl e for News 0<;>1;1tent ~ Spe ci fi c i terns include whei;;her 
the editor sh,ould withdraw ne¥s stories when adyised to do so 
Qy the faculty adviser Qr publisher. Disagreement existed 
over whether the) editor should feel free to allow obscene 
language in news stor;i..es. 
Xn his Editorial FUNCTION, disagreement existed concerning 
the editor submitting his ed~torials to the faculty adviser 
prior to publication. Whether the editor should feel free 
to endorse off-campus politicians, allow obscene language, 
and consider the univers;i..ty•s image in editorials were all 
areas of disagreementff 
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In his Supervisq:ry FUNCfION, disagreement e~isted over whether 
the edi 1;c,r s!;lc::,41 d m~e up the budget ;fr~ his atl ot ~ed funds 
and wheth~r he alone should appoint his news sta;ff, 
In swnmary, CQntticting eJl.l)eetat~ons e~ist~d over whet~er the 
editor or the fac~lty adviser and publisher are ~l~imately 
responsibl~ for the news co~tent, editorials, budget, and 
appointment of the staff. In other words, the editor is 
free tc::, assign news stories on most any subjec.t, but dis• 
agreement existed over w'hether the publisher o~ faQulty 
adviser may withdraw the story prior to publication. 
Similarly, the editor should feel free to write editorials 
on any topie he judges suitable, but disagreement existed 
over whether they shoµld be approved by the faculty adviser 
prior to publication. Who is ultimately responsible for 
plannin~ the news~editorial ~Bdget and staff sele~tions were 
other areas of disagreement. 
The literature thus far developed by researcl). indicates tha~ var~ 
i"'1}ces in role peroept;ion aq.d expectation lead to contl;i.at bet.ween in-
dividuals who hav~ an interest in a commoq event, activity~ or 
:institution~ 
As the Carter study, after wJ;i;i.~ tbis st~dy hi pa~te'.l;ned, was 
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oondµcted at a large publiq unive~sitr, the autho~ be1ieves it important 
to expand upon Carter's basic concept an4 apply ;it to a ~mall, priv~t~ 
university~ The purpq~e is to determine whether similarities in role 
perception and e~eetation exist between individuals at a state sup~ 
ported university and individuals at a private, church-relate~ 
university~ 
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PiSJGN AND ~NALYSlS 
In parallelin~ tl;le Carter study at Ok~ahoma State University, this 
study analyzed the way tl;lree ;roups look at the:: role of tl;le editor of 
the Haymaker at Phillip, Unive;r~ity, Enid, Oklahoma, It then compared 
< • ;, • 
the reactions and per~eptions o~ individuals at Oklahoma State Univer~ 
sity to those of individu~is at Ph,illips University to detenn:i.rie what, 
if any, .sitr1Uari ties e:xist ~ong individuals whi;,~e professional and 
student arif:!ntations Ue with pµbU,Q education, at osu, and w:i,. tb p:i;,:i.v11te 
education, at Phillips University. 
As with the C~rt~r stu~y, it was expected t~at ea~h member of the 
expects the editor ta behave in certain ways as be or she goes about the 
job of editing the campus news:paper, Further, it was e;xpected that the 
three groups of in4ividuals would have different views and differing 
sets of expectations of the editor's rple in some situatipns~ However, 
it was also expected that, in some situations, the individuals would 
reflect a similarity of role ex;peetations~ 
M~thodology 
To assure ~onsistency in this study, it was depided to follow 
Carter's research design and methodology. A ~8~item i~strument was used 
to measure the e~ectations o{ eaph individua~ in th~ three groups. In 
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each item, the respondent was asked to indicate hi.s degree o+ approval 
of behavio~ describing som~ activity qr responsibility of tne student 
Twentyfflfour of the ~8 items were framed around B~HAVIOR of a Must~ 
ijo nature and 2~ were fra.111ed around BEHAVIOR of a May•Po nature, Within 
each of the two bro~d BEHAVlOR ~ategories, eight items dealt with the 
FUNCTION of News, ei~ht with Editorial, and eight with Supervisory 
responsibilities of the student editor. 
As in the Carter study, 
•• , the editor's BEHAVIO~ and FT.JNCTION were two manipulated 
variables. Members of the three group~ whose positions 
interact with that of editor were regarded as role partners 
in the editor's SOClAt SfSfEM. Each person's position in 
the SOCIAL SYST~M was the assigned independent variable. 1 
An explanation of the variables and definitions follows: 
The editor's BEHAVIOR consists of all the activities related to 
that position and the carrying out of the editor's duties. BEHAVIOR is 
According to Carter's definitions;, "•ff• ilh~ Must ... Do responsibili-
ties go with the role of editor and are independent of the person 
occupying the position of stude11t editor. 112 
Item No~ 1 is framed around a Must,...Oo concept. lt states; "The 
editor should consult with the faculty adviser on any news story which 
tne editor think(', may pe libelous." 
Can't~Do responsibiliti~s~ or behaviors, also go with the role of 
editor and are indep~ndent of the person who occupies that role. In 
this research the Can't~Po variable is generated from responses which 
are recorded on the "highly disapprove" end of the Must,,.Po statements. 
May~Do :aEHAVlO'.RS are not dependent upon the role, bµt are matters 
of ehoiee by the editor, In these instances he may do a~ he wishes. 
For e:x;ample, Item 38 ~tates; "The editor should feel ;free to enclorse 
candidates :for Situdent political offiee. 11 
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The editor's FUNC'l'lON :j.s a subdivision of areas of r~sponsil;lility 
which, according to the Carter study, were identified as News, Editorial, 
a.pd Supervisory, 
In his News :FUNCTION tlle editor's duties are related to factual, 
straight news reporting. This concept was tested with items sµah as 
No. 6 which statel;l: "'l'he editor should pi:iint names and stories co:p.-
cerning members of the university community who are charged with 
criminal act:s such as theft, posserssic;m of drugs, etc." 
In his Editorial FUNCTION the editor'1;1 <;luties are r~lated to non ... 
news pieces such as editorials, ~olumns, cartoons, letters to the editor, 
and the like" An example of such a concept in i;ht;i research instrument 
is reflected in Item 11*: "'l'he editor should edit any lette:r to tne 
editor fol' style, brevity, conciseness, and accuracy before publication." 
In his Supervisory FUNCTION the editor's duties are related to his 
activities as a manager dealing with supervision of the staff and 
general management of the publication. An example of such a concept is 
Item 21: "The editor should hold periodic staff meetings to discuss 
contents of the paper, receive staff suggestions, and critique the 
newspaper. 11 
The SOCIAL SYSTEM variable consists of the positions of individuals 
who are either superordinate or subordinate to the editor or who have 
held the position of editor~ The positions of the SOCIAL SYST~M used in 
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Qoth the Carte~ study and in this study are A~:j.nistrators, Edito~s, 
and Student News Statt members. 
Administrators are those persons whose official roles withtn the 
u:ni versi ty ~tructurl:' pl ace them in a posi ticm to exert supervi sgry 
cont~ol over the editor, An example is the adviser to stud~nt 
publications, 
Editors are those students who have held tne position of editor of 
the Ha~aker, or who a;re presently in suc;h a position, 
. I 
Student News Stat! ar~ those individual,s who work for the student 
newspaper and are under the supervision of the editor. 
The Re$earch Instrument 
As already mentioned, the ~a.me testing instrument us~d in the 
Carter study was employed in t~is study. Each item represented a combi~ 
nation of one type of BEHAVIOR in on~ type of FUNCTION. 
Individual,s :r;,espondin9 to tpe instrum~nt were asked to ingieate 
their degree of approval of ea~h st~tement by marking on a bi~polar 
sc;:ale ranging from "highly i3,pprove" to "high:f.y disapprove.'' 'l'he scale 
Gonsisted of seven posi ti ens, with "hig;hly approve'' scored seven ;md 
"highly disapprove" sc(')red one. A sample statement 1:1.nd sco:r;,ing scale 
appear bel(')w: 
The editor shou~d provide a forum on the editorial page for 
exchange of comment and GritiGism, even if it is contrary to 
the newspaper's point of view. Example, Letters to the 






The :r;,esei3,rch instrument was sent to twelve administrators, three 
editor~, and thirteen news staff members. The administrator~ included 
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t;he ac;:ting president of the university, and all deans and individufl,l.s 
with titles of "director" of the varipu.s univer.sity admi;n;i,strative 
departments and agencie1;1. The edi ton; inc,J. uded the present editor and 
two others who were his immediate predecessors. The news staff members 
included every student who was a member of the student newspaper staff 
during the fall semester of 1972. These students had been members of 
the staff for periods ranging from one semester to five semesters. 
All questionnaires were mar~ed according to the social system 
category of the individual respondent, Ng further attempt was made to 
identify .specific respondents within each group and pone of the instru .... 
ments was returned with a signatu:J:'le affixed. All individuals contacted 
responded flllly. 
As in the Carter study, a faetori1:tl analniis ot varianc:e was 
applied to the data to isolate differ~nces and interactions in approval 
between the previously described variables. 
According to Carter: 
Variations of the factorial analysis are more appropriate for 
a design such as this, dealing [as it does] with subjects 
from distinctly different populations. S1,1oh tests isolate 
and e:xplain more sources of variance.J 
The analysis paradigm is shown in Table I. In the actual analysis, 
ea~h cell in Tal;)le I comprised the respondent group's mean approval of 
the combination of aEHAVIOR and FUNCTION. 
The mean scores recorded in each of the 18 cells were c;:ompared to 
mean scores obtained in the Carter study and provide the basis for 
determining (within this study) levels of probability of differences 
between BEHAVIORS, FUNCTIONS, and SOCIAL SYSTEMS as well as interaction 
between and among the three main variaqles. The comparison of this 
study's di:lta with thpse pbtained in the Carter study enab~ed the author 
to determine the significance, i:t' any, of role p(:lrceptions Qf indt.,, 
vidual~ at a state insti~ution (Oklahoma State University) with those 
of individuals at a private in$titution (Phillips University). 
'rABLE I 
ANALYSIS PARADIGM JUXTAPOp!NG THREE IND~PENDENT 
VARIABLES AND THEIR J...EVll)LS OF INDEPENDENCE 
l3EliAVIOR 
Must..,.Po May ... Do 
FUNCTlON 
News Editor:ial Supervisory News Ed:i..toril:ll Supervisory 
SOCIAL SYSTEM 
Administrators A x x x x x 
Editors x x x x x x 
News Staff x x x x x x 
FOOTNOTE.$ 
t~usan liuser Carter, 11:Perce~yed 
~ 0' Col .k e9f.an 1 '' ( µnpub. Master's 
'I97or, P. 37, 
2lbid., p • .37~ 
3lbid., pp. 40~41. 
') ') 
Role of the Student ]l:ditor of the 
thesis, Oklahqma State University, 
CHAPTER IV 
ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETAT~ON 
Tpe purpose of this studr was two-fold: first, to determine how 
university administrators and student news staff members of the Phillips 
University HaY!!!ak.eF e:,q>ect the student newspaper editor to behave in 
" . j . .) 
relation to the editor's expectations concerning his behavior, and 
second, to compare the attitudes and expectations of responses at 
and expectations of their counterp~rts at Oklahoma qtate Vniversity (a 
publicly supported ins~it~tion)~ 
To accomplish this purppse the study was patterl').ed afteF a master's 
thesis by $4san Huser ~art.er in 1970. Tne qata gathered at Ph:j.l,l:i.ps 
University were analyzed to determin~ expectations and areas of agree~ 
ment and disagreement within the Phillip~ University populations 
sampled, Then similarities a,ri.d/pr differences between respondents in 
the Phillips study and respondents in Carter's 0Klahoma State University 
study were determined. 
The data were gathered by use of a 48~item instrument used both by 
this autJ:)or and Carter, Each statement descr~Ql;!Q a p:ypothetical behavior 
for the studE!nt editor and required that the respondent rec;;ord his 
degree of approval of the statement along a seven-point continuum from 
"h;igqly approve" to "highly dis;;i.pprove, 11 Each stateiment concerned one 
of the levels of each of the two independent variables: BEHAVIOR c:µld 
FUNCTION. Levels for BJi;HAVlOR were Must"Do and May"Po while levels tor 
FUNCTION were News, Editorial, ~nd Supervisory, Twenty~four statements 
were used in each of the two aEHAVlOR ,levels. Witl;lin f;lach of the two 
aEHAVIQR levels were three groups 9f eight st~tements, eaoh framed 
around one of the FUNCTION levels. Thus, each statement tested one 
aEHAViOR level a~d one ruNCTION level 0 
Except for minor changes such as substituting the natl\e Phillips 
University for Okll3homa i;iitate University 1 or th19 HNz1aker for the Dail:x; 
0 1 Collegian, the instrument used in tpis study was identical to that 
Uijled by Carter. The c;;hanlJeS were made in order that respondem't1s at 
Phillips University would have a more realistic frame of reference to 
the student edi~or's rqle 0 
Participanti;;; in both l!ltudies were selectec\ l;>e~ause tpeir positio17,s 
within their universities'~ooial systems were di~ectly relat~d to the 
editor's position~ Th~y constituted three distinct groups: adminis~ 
trators 1 student editors, and stydent staff mem~ers~ A~inistrato;rs 
were those individualp who held a superordinate posi~ion to that of the 
editor. The editor groµp inoluaed those who had held the position of 
eai tor and the individ;ual who held the position at the time the instru-
ment was administered. The stuqent staff members were those students 
who worked on the student newspaper and who were supervised by the 
editor. 
Scores obtained from the research instrument were subjected to 
analysis of variance to isolate and identify differen~es oetween the 
levels of the variables and interactions between the variables. 
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Differences Between Groups 
Mean agreem~nt scores for each level of l3EaA.VI0ij and fijNCTlON by 
each of the three SOCIAL SYSTEM groups appear in Table ll, page 37, For 
purposes of comparison th.e tab,le i;;hows both tbe scores obtained in this 
study and those obtained in the Carter study. 
~esults of the analysis of variance test appear in fable IJI, 
page ,38. This table shows that the probability levels of differences 
observed between the variab~es were significant beyond cbance expeo-
tations. Again, for purposes of comparison the table shows both the 
spores obtained in this study and those obtained in the Carter study. 
Carter discovered significant differences ~n e:,cpectations for the 
Must-Do and May-Do levels of BEHAVIOR by the three groups in the 
editor's SOClAL SYSJE~ at O~anoma State Vniversity. !he ~l':\f!le eocpe~-
tations were found to ex~st within the populatii:ms s1;1111pled at Phillips 
University. As shpwn in Tabl.e lll, page J8, the F ... ratios for aEHAVl:OR 
levels ip both studies (C~rter 2~,84 and this study 14,84)~ w~re high 
enough to confirm that the probability of suoh differences woµld occur 
by chance less than one time in 100, 
Mean scores for Must~Po and May,,,Do BEHAVJO~ in terms of FUNCTION in 
both this survey and i~ the Carter st4dy indicate ~qme meaninQful 
difterenoes in the respondents' perceived e:icpectations of the editor's 
aEHAVIOR~ Those scores for both surveys appear in Ta~le IV, page 39. 
*F~ratios in this study cqnsistently emerge as about one•half the 
ratio in each catego~y of the Carter study, This is because the popu-
lation sampled in th~s study was almost exactly one-half the size of the 
Carter population. 
TABLE II 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE PARADIGM: MEAN AGREEMENT SCORES* FOR STATEMENTS OF BEHAVIOR 
IN FUNCTION AREAS BY SOCIAL SYSTEM GROUPS 
BEHAVIOR 
FUNCTION 
News Editorial Supervi so.ry News Edi toria1 Supervisory 
SOCIAL SYSTEM 
Administrators (5e 23) (5. 13) (5.60) (5. 16) t5.12) (4. 89) 
4.86 4. 94 4 .• 98 4.82. ti. 79 4.97 
Editors {4.74) (4. 76) (f>.31) (6. 48) {6. 74) (6.31) 
4.41 4.58 f>. 25 6.5'8 5_,,95 6.66. 
News B±aff (4. 61) (4. 70} (5. 60) (5.57) (5. 63) (5. 72) 
4.61 4.38 5.61 5.6u 5.46 5.31 
MEANS 
(5,. 19) 






Means (4.89) {4.89) (5. 72) (5. 55) (5. 61) (5,.48) (5.35) 
4.63 4.63 5.61 5 .. 68 5.40 5.65 5.27• 






AN.ALYS!~ OF VAAIANCE F ... RATIO TAJ;3~>11 
Source (lf s.s M.S. F,...}latio 
aetween Bf9havior (1 ) (11,43) (11.43) (24.84) .01) 
(~m;;t-.Do and May,-·Do) 1 6.53 6~53 14a84 ,01 
l;letween Function (2) ( 9,47) ( 4. 73) (10, 28 ) ,01) 
(News, Editorial, 2 5,57 2.76 6~50 ,01 
Supervisory) 
J;letween Social Syste111 (2) (19,57) ( 9, 78) (2:t.26) .01) 
(Administrators, 2. 10,74. 5.37 12.20. .01. 
Editors, Staff) 
Interaction: (2) (15.53 ) ( 7, 76 ) (16, 86 ) ( .01) 
Behavior X ;Function, 2 8.33. 4,16. 9.68 ,01 
Interaction; (~ ) (26.38) (13, 19 ) (28. 67 ) ( .ot) 
Behavior x Social.. Syst~nt 2 8.61 4.30· 9. 77 .01 
J;nteraction: ( 4) ( 4.26) 1,06) 2.30) ( ns ) 
Function x Soci?1.l Sys tent 4 3,41 .85 1.93 ns 
Interaction: (4) ( 3,33) ,83) i. 80) ( ns 
Behavior X Fun<;,tion 4 2.05 ,51 1.15. l;lS 
x Sooial Syst!:'lm 
Within Error (300) ( ~Ao. 7.2) .46) 
Variance 150 66,32 .44 
*Scores in brael(ets are from the Carter stuqy. Scores without 
brac~ets ave from thia author's study, 
, 
TAB:r.,.E; IV 
MtJ\N SCOlIBS or BEH,i\VIOE AND FUNClION; 
BEHAVIOR 
Mul:lt ,.Do McJ.y.,.Do Means 
News 4~70 5.40. 5.05 
(4,89) (5.55) (5, 22) 
Edi tori al 4.65 5-23 4.94 
(4. 89 ) (5. 61) (5. 25) 
Supervisory 5.42, 5.32. 5.37 
(5. 72) (5. 48) (5. 60) 
Means I±, 92. 5,32. 5,12 
(5.17) (5~ 54) (5. 35) 
*scor~s in brack~ts are from the Cart~r study, S~ores without 
brackets are from this ~ut~or's study, 
Moreover 1 a 9omparison of mean scor~~ in the Carter study and in 
this study indicates some signifi~ant differences between respondents in 
the two studies. The respondents ~t OSU and the re,spondents at Phillips 
dif':fered ~d.gnificantly as to degree of agreement in bpth Must-Do and 
May~Do expectations. for example, OSU respondents in the Carter study 
held a mean agreement score of 5.17 for Must~Do BEHAVIOR in all three 
FUNCTIONS. The Phillips respondents held a mean agreement score of 4.92. 
In May~Oo BEl!AVIOR the OSU respondents 5.54, while the Phillips respon~ 
dents scored 5, 32. Thus, while respondeqt;s at both universities 
generally "leaned" in th1:1 Si1Jlle direction, they also reflected some 
variance in the de~ree to whiqh they agreed with each other. 
4:o 
In testing for differences in expectations for the editor's role 
in his three types of FUNCTION, both this study and the Carter study 
revefl,led Ji' ... ratiqs which were signi:fieant at the .01 levd • Cari;er' s 
study showed an F~ratio of 10.28 and this study obtained an F~ratio o:f 
6.50 (see Table III, pa9e J8). 
As shown in Tab~e IV, pa~e 39, the FUNC1ION level~ aqd their mean 
sc::ores for this study were News 5.05, Editorial 4:.94:, and Supervisory 
5.37. Carter'Ei mean scores ¥ere 5.~2 for News, 5.25 :for Editorial, 
and 5.60 for Supervisqry. 
As in the Carter study 1 the respondents at Phillips University 
most highly approved the editor's FUNCTION as~ supervisor. Although 
the Phillips; respondents; did not approve with as much enthµsi1:1-sm as did 
the OSU respondents, indicating a more cautious attitude at Phillips 
University, tl:\e ~eneral e:,q>ec::tations at botn insti tut.ions are similar, 
For example, Carter foun<;J. that at OSU the rEispondenti;; di,d not 
signifi cant.ly di stingµ;i.sh between the edHo:,:1 1 s News and Edi tor:i.al 
FUNCTIONS (mean scores of 5 0 22 and 5.25). That same trend was apparent 
in i;hi.s study. Phillips respondents perceived News and Editorial 
FUNCTIONS with mean scores qf 5.05 for News and 4:,94 for Edi.torial. 
The Carter study showed signifioant interaeti.on ;miong the levels 
of BEI-J.AVIOR and FUNCTION as rated by members of the editor's SOCIAL 
SY~TEM. 'l'his .study, a9ain., reflected th~ same pattE;lrt1 at Phillips 
University, thqugh not with the same strength in the mean scores. 
'l'al:>le Ill, page J8, snows that the F ... ratio for interaction of BEI-J.AV!OR 
and FUNCTION was 16.86 in the Carter study and 9,68 in this study. aoth 
were significant 1:>eyond the .01 level. A comparison of the means 
(?able Ill) shows that in both studies the higher scores of Sµpervisory 
• 
FUNCTION were the result of interaction with Must-Po EEH.i\Vl~, wh:l,.ch 
pt,tlled the FUNC'J'ION mean up. Both studies also showed that the May..,Po 
means of News ?md Editorial FUNCTIONS were higher than the ~ust....Po 
m(;lans of the sam19 FUNC'J'IONS,. 
Therefore, in 'both stt,tdies, th(;l) interac::tion of aEHAVIOR and 
FUNCTION resulted in significant effects on the respondents• degree of 
approval. 
Differences Between SOCIA.L1 SY~,!~ Grqups 
and BEHAVIOR 
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Again, the findings in this study parallel Carter with a sign;i.fi,.. 
cant difference in expect~tions for the editor's role (;l)merging among the 
three groups of tl;le ectitor's SOCIAL SYSTEM, Carter's F-rat:i.o for 
"Between Social Syst(;lms" wai;; 21.26 while the f .. :ratio in the same 
cate~ory for this l;ftudy was 12.~o. 1eoth are signtficant at t):1e .o;t. 
level and may be seen in Table lil~ page J~, 
Mean approval saores fat the three levels of SQCI~L S~STEM appear 
in ',l.'abfe V, page 42, 
In both studies the Editors assigned greater importance to their 
function than did either of the other groups. This is reflected in the 
Editors' means of 5,89 in the OSU study and 5.74 in tlle P'(J study, which 
compare to Administrators' scores of 5.19 (OSU) and 4.90 (PU) and Staff 
scores of 5,.30 (OSU) and 5.18 (PU). Tests between the me~ns in the 
Phillips study confirmed the significance of the Carter findings, Both 
studies found that the Editors' mean agreement scores were significantly 
greater than either of the other two groups, Likewise, there was no 
significant difference between t~e Staff scores and the Administrators' 
scores in eitQer study. 
TA.:aLE V . 
MEJ\N SCO:RES OF FU;NCTION ANP SOQIAL SYST;EM* 
SOCIAL SYSTEM FUNCTION 
News Edi to:rial, Sl.lpervisory Means 
Administrators (5. 19) (5o 12) (5.25) (5. 19) 
4.84 4.87 4.98 4.90 
Editors (.5 .. 61) (5.75) (6 • .31) (5.89) 
5.50 5~27 6.46 5.74 
Staff (5~09) (5, 16) (5. 66) (5.30) 
5,14 4.,92 5.47 5.18 
Means (5. 22) (5, ~5) (5. 60) (5, 35) 
5.05 ~.94 5,37 5.12 
* Scores in brackets are from the Carter study. Scores wi thol.lt 
br~ekets are fro~ this author's study. 
The interactive effect of BEHAVIOR and SOCIAL SYSTEM was ~ignifi .... 
cant at the .01 level in both studies~ However, the Carter F"'ratio of 
28.67, which was the highest F~ratio obtained in that study, is con-
sidera'bly stronger than the F ... ratio of 9r77 obta;i.ned in this study. 
Two other F ..... ratios obtained in this study are higher than the inter ... 
action ratiq for ;eEHAVIOR aJ1d SOCIAL SYSTE~~ 
4J 
M~an scores of BEHAVIOR and SOCIJ\L SYSTE:M, Tatile V~, show that the 
Administrators approve Must-Do aEH.A.VIOR more strongly than May-rDo, while 
the Editor and S~atf groups approve May-Do BEHAVIpR more strongly than 
Must"'Do. This re,sul t :j.s consist~nt in both studies and indicates that 
the Editors liUld Staff members approve the editor's deeision~makJng role 
more highly than do the Administrators. 
TAJ3LE VI 
MEAN SCOR.ES QF BEHAVIOR ANP SOCIAL srSTEM* 
BEHAVIOR 
SOCIAL SYSTEM 
Must ... Do May-Do Means 
Administrators (5,.32) (5~06) (5~:1.9) 
4.93 4.86. 4.90 
Editors (5. 27) (6,51) (5.89) 
5~08. 6.40 5.74 
Staff (4. 97) (5. 64) (5,.30) 
4.87 5.48 5, 18 
Means (5.17) (5.54) (5~35) 
4~92 5,.32 5.12 
* Scores in bra~ets are from the Carter study. Scores without 
brackets are frcnn thi51 author's study, 
,An examinfltion of the data on an item ... by-item basis for tne areas 
of FUNCTION reveal four additional findings: (1) a concensus on Must~Do 
ijE~v;oR, (?) a consens~e Qn ~4~t-N~t~Do ~HAV~OR, (,> ~ ~Qns~n~us Qn 
:f'fay•Do l3Efi;,A,VIOR, and ('*) t;he r~spc:n:'l.Pe:o.ts• view~ cm Aptual B~IDWlOR~ 
1Con;~t:in,su1;1: 1~us~7,Do. BE~Y~~R 
~abl~ V1~, pages 45 and 46, lists items w4ich are +ated 4,o and 
higher by the three groups responding, A rating of ~.Q or higq~r means 
t~e respondents placed that BEHAVIOR in the Must-Do category of role 
e~ectaltions, 
Some variation in respqnse$ was observed betwe~n th~ C~rter ~tudy 
and this study. It is in this seotion of the i:Ulalysis tb~t thos~ 
variatipns ean l;>e ;I.sol at~d on an i tem .. 1:)y ... i t1;1m basis. 
Xn both studies, !tems 1, ~'and, wer~ awproved by alt thre~ 
groups, indicating that ihey e:xpepte~ the editor to behave in the 
direQtio~ of th~ statement~ A variation ocpurre4, hpw~ver, in resp~~se 
to l't;e111 6, whio)l was a c~nsen~uis re~onse b-y the ip.d;i.v:j,dua,1$ in tne 
C~rt~r study but did not ~chieve consensus statµ~ trom i~qividuiill~ at 
Phillips Unive~s~ty. 
Consensus on Items 1, ~' and 3 indicates that respqndErpts ~t botn 
Oklahoma State and Philltps e:iq>ect th~ ~ditor to qonsult with the 
faculty adviser on articles tlult may b~ libelous; pover off~campus news 
of interest to the university community; and presen~ pertinent views on 
all sides of controve~sial issues. 
ltem 6, whiph states that the editor should print names ~d stori~s 
conG~rning members of the university community who are charged with 
criminal. acts such as theft, possf;)ssion of drugs, and the like, achieved 
Gonsen$4S as Must-Do from the Oklahoma Stat~ respondents, but failed 
among respondents at Phillips with both the ,!\dm:;i.nistrf;itor and Eqi tor 
Item 
';l'ABLE VII 
CONSE~SUS QN MUS';l'~DO BEHAVlOR FOR EDlTOR 
EXPECTED BY SOCIAL SYSTEM* 
Description 
News Funotion 
( 1) 1. The editor should consult with the :faculty adviser on any 
news story which the editor thinks may be libelous. 
( 2) 2. The editor shou]..d assign a reporter to cover o::(:'f ... campus news 
of special interest to the university community. ~xample: 
Meetings of the state legislat4re when the budget is set for 
higher education, Stillwater city commission meetings, 
( J) 3. Tn.e editor should take special care to be sure that all 
pertinent views are presented in news stories on controver~ 
sial issues, particularly in areas where opinions pf·the 
general student body are involved. Example: Disruption 
of library servicl:)s by b~ac~ students. 
( 6) The editor should print names and stories concerning members 
of the university community who are charged with criminal 
aots such as theft, possession of drugs, etc. 
Editorial Function 
( 9) 9. 1he editor should mcike sure ~hat opinion is confined to the 
editorial page in opinion columns and editorials. 
( 10) 10. The editor should provide a forum 
exchange of comment and criticism, 
to the newspaper's point of view. 
Edi tor space. 
on the editorial page for 
even if it is contrary 
Example: Letters to the 
( :11) 11 0 The editor should accept sole responsibility for pupHcation 
of all editorial and opinion content. 
( 14) The editor should edit any letter to the editor for style, 
brevity, conciseness, and accuracy before publication. 
( 15) t5. The editor should attempt through editorials or opinion 
columns to interpret campus events for the university com-
munity and set them in perspective from all information 
available to him,. Example~ Funding for the new parking 
facility or the Valerie Colvin Physical Education Center or 
Student Senate action. 
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'.J.'ABI,,E VII (Continued) 
De1:;1cription 
Supervisory Function 
(1S) 18~ The editor should cooperate with the circulation and adver-
tisiµg departments in planning special editions to increase 
advertising revenue. 
{ 19) . 19. The editor should, with board of publicati,oµs approval, 
dismiss staff' members who, in his opinion, are irreE1ponsible 
or do unsatisfactory work. 
( 2:1.) 21, The editor should hold periodic stc;lf:f meeting~ to discuss 
contents of the paper, receive staff sugflest:i.ons, and 
critiqµe the newspaper. 
{22) 22, The editor should be on hand to approve all articles, 
lettf)rs~ or other material proposed for publication which 
involve public contrqversy before they are pul:>lished~ 
{2J) 2J. The editor shou:J.d deal directly with all persons concerning 
neWE!Pcl-Pl;lr cri t:i.cis111 himself rather than qSking the ~qv:i.ser 
to serve as a "buffer" or mediato:r-. 
(24) 24~ '.f.'hE:! editor sbould ma.ke sure members of the news staff do not 
take a.dvantage of the newspaper for their owp. personal 
publicity. Exarnp:J.e: fhotographs or feature sto:r-iEls abc;mt 
individuals on staff. 
* Item numbers in brackets are from the Carter study~ Item numbers 
without brackets are from this author's study. 
groups goin~ aQ~inst it, On~y the student St•tf at Phillips indipated 
Item 6 i~ p~rticu1arly impqrtant at Phillips University. Just 
prior to th~ su~vey, the editor of the ~a~a.lc~r had, in fact, printed 
the names of fpur students charged with possession o{ marijuana, That 
action brought to publi~ ~ttenUon thlSl first efforts of a student court 
at Phillips University to assume jurisdiction in such matters and 
tou¢ted off a ~ontroversy that swirled from October, 1972, to April, 
1973, on the Phillips campus. The editor of the »a~~er was the only 
::;p. ;. I 
Editor respondent to score Item 6 as Must...Po. The two previpus editqrs 
scored Item 6 at levels of two and fqur. 
BEHAVIOa in the editor's editorial fUNCtlON. The O~U respondents in 
Carter's studr approved Items 9, 10, 11, 1~, and 15~ Phillips University 
failed to achieve co~sensus when the A!fuiinistrators and Staff respon~ 
dents lined up wit~ mean scores of J.66 and 3.07 against the ~ditors' 
mean ~eores of ~,oo. ~t~m 1~ stated that the editor should edit any 
letter to the editor for style 1 brevity, conciseness 1 and accuracy 
before publi~~tion. 
ln substantiating findings in the Carter study, the Phillips 
University r~ispondents paralleled their eounterpart~ at state-owned 0$U 
by indicating approval c:>f separating news from editorial opinion (;I:tem 9), 
offering space !or opposing opinions in the form of letters to the ~di tor 
(ltem to), requiring the student editor tq be responsible for all 
editorial and op~nion ~ntent (Item i1) and using eqitorials or opinion 
'I'l)e eon$ensufi! for Mul!l\"'PP B~H.i\VJ:OR in the Supervisory FUNCTION in 
this study matched exactly th.e :findings in the Carter study~ Responding 
groups in both stud;i.es atp•eed, without excepticm 1 in their approval of 
Items 18, 19, 2~, 22, 23, and 2~. This sµggests that groµps at a 
4 
private school may agree more readily with groups at a pµblic school 
over the editor's Sup~rvisory BEHJ\VIQR than they do over his News and 
tditorial BEHAVIOR. Another way of putting it is that the groups are 
more inclined to favor having the editor make admh;trati ve ded sions 
than policy decisions, 
In approving Supervisory rUNCtIONS the rel3J)ondents agreed that the 
editor should cooperate wit~ the circulation ;,md advertising departments 
in planning special editions to increase advertising revenue (Item 18), 
They a],.so favor )1.av!ng tne editor "po;J,.ice" his staff and d!smisi;; those 
wno do unsat!sfactpry wor~ (::q;em 19), and periocl.ically C(clnsul t with 
his staff for sµgge1:,tions and .critiqu,e pµ:rpp.;,;es (Item 21). 
A.pproval, of Supervisor,y FUNC'fIONS al so included the editor's being 
on hand to approve publication of controversial articles (Item 82) and 
to dea.l directly with those who criti,cize the newspaper rather than 
asking the adviser to serve as a buffer (~tem 23), 
Finally, all groups agreed that the editor should work to prevent 
his staff m~mbers from ~sing the newspaper fpr their own persqpal 
publicity. 
Can•t-Do aEH4\VIOR 
Items whicl) wer~ ratep on the disapproval end o{ toe continuwn, 
t.o to J.99, indicate Can•t-Po BEHAVIO;R.. Those items appear i.n 
Table vrr:i:. 
Item 
* TABLE VIII 
CONSENSUS ON CAN 1 T~D9 :aEHAVIOR EXPECTED TO BE 
AVOIDED BY EPITOR BY SOCIAL SYSTEM 
Descri.pti. on 
News Function 
C 5) · ,5:. When the editor thinks a news story gives the reader a bad 
image of the university, he should prevent it from beinQ 
published. 
Edito:ti.al Function 
(1J) :1,~ The editor should submit his editorials to the publisher for 
approval before publication. 
· 14~ The editor should edit any letter to the edi.tor for style, 
brevity, conciseness, and accuracy before publication. 
Supervisorx Function 
(1*~) The editor should feel free to determine the number of pages 
in each issue of the paper regardless of the amount of 
advertising sold. 
* Item numberE! in orackets are :(rom the Carter study. Item numbers 
withol,lt brackets represent responses from th.is author's study. 
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In the New~ FUNC1lON category, Item 5 emerged as the single Can't~ 
Do consensus in 1:tll tb;r,ee g;r,oups at Pb:i.llips Un,:i,vers:i, ty ai, well as the 
corresponding groups ~:t; Oldahoma State Univers~ ty, Disapproval ot that 
item means the editor is e;xpe~t~d to print all the news, e~en that whi~h 
might embarrass the university. 
Two items in this study emerged as Can't..Po aEHAVlOR in the 
~ditorial FUNCTION, ~dare a deviation from the Carter resµlts. Carter 
found that Item 13 was the only Editorial FUNCTION on which all respon-
dents indicated disa~reement with the statement, This ~ut~or•s study 
indicated a consensus of dis~pproval for Item 13, but added Item 14 as 
well, Disapproval pf Item 13 means t~at the eqitor is not expected to 
submit his edito~ials to the administration for approval prior to ~ubli~ 
cation. It0lll 14, whi~h was disapproved by the Phillips University 
respon~epts, means that th.e H!i;zip~e~ editor is not ~;xpeq,'j;ed to edit 
letters to· the editor prior to publication, 
Phillips respondents faiie~ to rea~ consensus on any Can 1 t~Do 
BEHAVIOR item in the Supervisory FU,NCTlON. However, Carter found that 
her relSJ;>ondents to Item 44 in this catego:,;,y did achieve consensus. Her 
respondents believed the editor should not feel free to determine the 
number of pages in each issue, regardless of the ruriount of advertising 
sold, Apparently, th~n, the respondents at Phillips University are not 
as int~rested in the fiseal pplicies of the st~dent newspaper as are 
the QSU respondents. In fact, the Phillips respondents aeh~eved-con-
sensus on Item 44 as May~Do BEHAVlORq That beh~vior is discussed in 
the following section. 
Consensus on May~Do BEHAVIOR is obtained when mean scores ranging 
from 4.o to 7,0 are observed on identical items by all three groups. 
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In the first category of News FUNCTION, the consensus in this study 
again paralleled the Carter study at Oklahoma State University. In both, 
Items 25, 26, 27, 29, JO, 31, and 32 emerged as consensus items. (See 
Table IX, pages 52 and 53.) 
The consensus on May-Do BEHAVIOR for the Editorial FUNCTION re-
sulted in a minor variation between the two studies, With that excep-
tion the respondents in both stud~es were consistent in their support of 
Editorial FUNCTIONS. Agreement among all groups was achieved in Items 
JJ, J4, 35, 37, and 4o. 
The one exception to editorial privilege came from Staff respon-
dents at Phillips University, whose mean score of J.07 on Item J8 did 
not achieve consensus status as defined in this study. That statement 
deals with the editor's right to endorse candidates for student political 
office, a practice that the Phillips University Staff would not support. 
This author can only surmise that the reason for such a response is that 
Phillips is relatively small, an~ personal friendships cross many lines 
within the close-knit student body. The Staff m?tY have been spmewhat 
hesi,tant to identify with a student news:paper that would endorse, or 
more likely ;fail to endorse, their friends who were running for office, 
Too, a minor incident surfaced during the all-school elections for 
student body president last year when the editor of the Haymaker did 
endorse a slate of candidates in an editorial that appeared a few days 
before the election. Several students, including one candidate who was 
Item 
T.Al3LE rx>II 
CONSENSUS ON MAY·PQ BEHAVIOR FOR EDITOR 
EXP~CTED BY SOCIAL SYSTEM 
Description 
News Function 
(25) 25, The editor should feel free to refuse to reveal his sources 
for a news story, 
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(26) 26. The editor should feel free to assign reporters to write in-
depth, interpretative news stories on social and political 
issues on campus such as drugs, the pill, racial problems, 
etc. 
(27) 27. The editor should feel free to report meetings of any group 
whose decisions would affect members of the university 
community. 
(29) 29. The e:di tor should feel free to determine whether a particular 
topic is suitable fo~ a news story. 
(JO) 30. The editor should feel free to determine whether to print 
unsolicited material which is not carried as paid advertising. 
Example: Local business announcements, 
(31) 3t. When a news story )las previously been printed in the local 
community newspaper or other state paper, the editor should 
feel free to refuse to publish it in the student newspaper. 
(32) 32. When space is limited, the editor should feel free to cut the 
length of a major sports story in order to print news about 
intellectual activities such as conferences on drugs or sex 
education. 
(33) 33 0 The editor should feel free to print letters to the editor 
from persons outside the university community. 
(34) 34.. The editor should feel free to criticiz(;! present administra-
tion policies or policy changes in editorials, but he is 
obligated to base his criticism on complete and accurate 
information available to him. 
(35) 35. The editor should feel free to use his own judgment in 
selecting topics for editorials, 
T.Al;lLE IX (Continued) 
Item Desc;riptiqn 
(37) 37. The editor should feel free to write editorials promoting 
students' interests on controversial issues. Example: 
Tuition increase or dormitory closing hours. 
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(J8) 'l'he eqi tor shquld :feel free to e11dorse candidates :for student 
political of:fi,ces. 
(40) L.1co. The editor should feel free to write eqitorials relf-lted to 
the city, state, or national social and political problems 
when th.ey f-lffect members of the university community. 
Example: Military draft lottery, voting a~e, open houi:;ing. 
Superyiso:ry Function 
I ,.,,., . - ~ 
(41) 41. The editor should feel free to appoint students without 
journali5m training to h;i.s p13.id staff. 
(42) li:2. The !:lditor shol,1.ld feel free to se:tec;t and order any syndi-
cated features he d~sires, such as cartoons or columns, 
within his allptted budget, 
( 43) l.1:J. The ed;i. tor i;;hpuld feel freie to become friends with student 
government leaders, but he should l:!e strictly objeetive in 
reporting their activities. 
1±4. The editor should feel free to determinl:l the :number of pages 
in each issue of the paper regardles13 of the amount c;>f 
advertising sold. 
(45) 45. The editor shou,lo feel free to aggressively seek out back-
ground briefings (>r off ... the-,,:record infonnation on any subject 
f:rom any news source in the university community. This 
infqrmation would not be for publication but woul.d enable 
the editor to better understand the situation. 
(l.1c6) 46. The edi to:r should feel fri;,e to allow a member of the news 
staff to accept employment as campus reporter for a state 
newspaper. 
(47) '.1:'he editor should feel free to accept or reject advice 
offered by the faculty adviser. 
(l.!8) l,1:8. The editor shou).rl feel free to extend the deadline in order 
to include a late-breaking news event. 
* :(tem numbers in brackets ~e from the C.arter study. Item numpers 
outside of l:/rackets are from tJ;iis author's study. 
pot endorsed, wrote letters to the editor in which they eomplain~d that 
such endorsement was not a fair us~ of the editorial power of the 
student newspaper. Those responses may reflect an earlier finding in 
both this and the Carter study that many individuals are not able to 
separate an editorial from a news story. 
On the other hand, many responde;nts may have felt that a newspaper 
supported by student~fee assessments differs basically from a commercial 
newspaper in which subscribers may withdraw their support by cancelling 
their 15ubscriptions0 There is no "cancellation" in a student·fee 
supported newspaper. Thus, some publication boards argue that editorial 
support should not be given to any political candidate. 
Approval of May~Do BEHAVIOR for the FUNCTION of Supervisory respon-
sibilities resulted in yet another variation in the two studies~ Respon~ 
dents in both studies were consistent in their approval of six items, 
Nos. 41, 42, 43, 45, 46, and 48. Phillips respondents, however, added 
their approval to Item 44 an,d disapproved Item 47, which was approved 
by the OSU groups. 
Consensus reached by both studies points out the common belief that 
the editor should have freedom to appoint whomever he wishes to work on 
his staff (Item 41) and may become friends with student government 
leaders so long as he remains objective in reporting their activities 
( Item 43). 
The fin;mcial responsibilities which achieved consensus included 
the editor's right to buy whatever syndicated material he wants so long 
as he stays within his budget (Item 42), the freedom to allow a member 
of his staff to accept outside employment from a state newspaper (Item 
46), and the freedom to extend his deadlines for late-breaking news 
(Item 48). Such an extensiqn might result in overtime costs or extra 
expenses in obtaining the story. 
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Further support of the editor's freedom to make decisions outside 
strict f:i,nanoial boundaries come ;from the Phillips consensus on Item 44, 
i,e. 1 power to determine the number of pages in each issue without 
regard to advertising volume. this is~ in fact, a prerogative exercised 
occasionally by the editor of the HaYJ!laker who, when he believes it 
necessary, will add additional pages to have enough space for stories he 
believes are important. However, it also is the pol,icy of the Hamaker 
not to have a deficit at the end of the year, Thus, the editor will 
have an occasional issue that loses money but will make it up with a 
later issue that carries an exceptionally high percentage of advertising. 
Another variation between the two studies appears in the responses 
to Item 47. The three groups in th~ Carter study reached consensus on 
Item 47 1 agr!:leinQ t:tiat the editor sho"Uld feel frE;!e to accept or reject 
advice offered by tqe faculty adviser~ At Phillips, the Administrator 
group disagreed (mean s~ore J,08). Both the Editor and Staff groups at 
Phillips indicated their approval with mean scores of 7.00 and 5,45, 
respectively. 
These differences indicate ta this author a problem area, especially 
between the editors and the administration. 
Re~pondents• Views on Actual ~EHAVIQR 
A principal objective of both this study and the Carter study was 
to locate and identify potential areas of conflict among the SOCIAL 
SYSTEM groups. This was accomplished by examining each groµp!s mean 
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spores and loc~ting items to whieh one or two groups agreed while one or 
two groups disagreed. (See Table X, p~ges 57 and 58.) 
1he similarity of groups responding to the two surveys is again 
apparent with the three groups in the Oklahoma State stµdy matching up 
exactly with the three groups in the Phillfps study, except for three 
i~ems (one in each FUNCTION) which appear to be additional areas of 
conflict at Phillips University. 
In the News FUNCTION, areas of disagreement which were consistent 
in both studies included Items 4, 7, 8, and 28. However, an examinat~on 
of the mean scores of each item by the responding groups indi~ates that 
the corresponding groups from each school did not always line up the 
same way. 
For instance, in Item 4 (The editor should be solely responsible 
for publication of all news content.), the Administrators and Editors 
in both studies were consistent. Administrators dis~greed and Editors 
agreed. The p~inoipal variance between respondents on this item 
occurred with the two student Staffs. The OSU staff agreed (4.36), 
while the PU staff disagreed (3 0 76), 
Item 8 reflects the same group alignments. The two groups of 
Administrators agreed with the statement, "The editor should withdraw 
news stories from the paper if the faculty adviser advises him to do so~' 
The two groups of Editors disagreed. Again, it was the two groups of 
student Staff members who went in opposite directions. The OSU staffers 
lined up with their editor (3.54) and the Phillips staffers lined up 
with their administration (4.15). 
Another conflict which emerged in the News FUNCTION responses at 
Phillips University involved Item 6, which states that the editor should 
TABL:E X 
ACTUAL 5$~AVIOR Bl T;HE EDITOR EXPECTED 'l'O Q~U~E CONF~ICT 
Item Description 
News function 
4. The editor should be solely 
responsible for publication 
of all news content. 
6. The editor should print names 
and stories conperning members 
of the university community who 
are charged with criminal acts 
such as theft, possession of 
drtigs, etc. 
7. The editor should withdraw news 
stories from the paper before 
publication if the publisher 
advises him to do S~· 
I 
B. The editor should withdraw 
news stories from the paper 
before publication if the 
faculty adviser advises him 
to do so, 
28. The editor should feel free to 
use his own judgment on whether 
to allow obscene language in 




The editor should submit his 
editorials to the faculty adviser 
for approval before publication, 
Since the student newspaper has 
an off~campus public, the editor 
should keep in mind the impression 
of the university he is creating 
when writing editorialsr 
The editor should use his own 
judgment on whether to allow 
obscene language in editorials 








































TABtE X (Continued) 
Item Pescr:LpUon Mean Seores 
A E s 
J8. Th([! ed;i.tor should feel free to 4.o8 4,oo ,3.07 (PU) 
endorse candidates for student 
political offices. 
39. The editor should feel free to 3.,40 6,.33 3.86 (OSU) 
endorse city, state, or national 3,.66 4.oo 4.15 (PU) 
political candidates. 
Supervisory funqtion 
17. 'l'he editol;', alone, should make µp 3,36 5.77 4:,.63 (OSU) 
the budget ,setting salaries ;for 2.41 4,.66 3.76 CPU) 
staff, money for photographs, syn ... 
dicated columns, and ot)1.er- expenses 
within his allotted funds, 
20. The editor, alone, should 3.86 6.44 4,90 (OSU) 
determine h:i,s news o:rganizaUon J.16 6.oo 4.Jo (PU) 
and appoint all members of the 
news staff. 
4:7' The editor shou].d feel :free to 3,08 7,00 5,46 (PU) 
accept or rejept adviee o;ffe:i;-ed 
by the faculty adviser. 
print names and stories qoncerning members of the university comntunity 
who are charged with criminal apts such as theft, possession of drµgs, 
and the like, The Phillips Administrators and Editors disagreed with 
the statement (Administrators J.58 and Editors J.66) while t~e student 
Staff members were strong (5,38) in their desire to see the names 
published. 
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In the Editorial FU~CTlON, areas of disagreement which were consis-
tent in both studies included Items 12, 16, 36, and 39. An additional 
item of conflict emerged in the Phillips study regarding the editor's 
endorsE!ffient of candidates for stud~nt political of{ice. 
In Items 12, 16, and 36 the respondent groups in both studies were 
consistent with their Qounte:rparts. That is, the AdministratQr groups 
agreed with each other, the ~ditor groups agreed with each other i:ind the 
Staff groups agreed with each other. The mean scores of each group, 
while they lean in the SW!le direction, reflect considerable varia.J1ce-
The public university's aominist~ation appears to b~ more toJerant of 
the editor's judgment than does the admini~tration of the private 
university, Likewise, the public edito~s are less extreme in most 
responses than their counterparts at the private school. The two 
student Staff groups appear to be, on the whole, aboµt the s~e, 
Item 39 1 whi(!)h reflected an area of conflict in both studies, 
revealed a shift in alignment between the groups at the two sqhools, 
The Adm~pist~ation and Staff at O~lahoma State Unive,rsity lined up 
against the editor's freedom to endorse city, state, or nationa! politi-
cal candidates. At Phillips University, only the Administration was 
against such endorsement. 
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Item 38, dealing with the editor's endorsement of candidates for 
student political office, was not used in the OSU study. On tnis item, 
the Phillips University Administration and Editor grpups were in agree-
ment (4.o8 and 4~oo), indicating their willingness to let the editor 
endorse student candidates. The Staff mean score of 3,07 put that group 
in opposition to their superordinate groups, 
Areas of disagreement in the Supervisory FUNCTION included Items 17 
and 20, which appeared in both studies. A third conflict appeared in 
the Phillips University study with Item 47. 
In Item 17, which would a;l.low the editor to estal;>lish h:i.s own 
expenditures within his budget, the two Administrative groups disagreed 
while the two Editor groups agreed. Again a difference in group align-
ment emerged with the two Staff groups, The OSU Staff respopdents lined 
up with their Editor group while those at Phillips University agreed 
with their Administrative group. 
~n Item 20, allowing the editor to determine his .news orgfl!1ization 
and appoint all members of the news staff, the responding groups in the 
two studies paralled each other very closely, with the Administrator 
groups going against this stance and the ~ditor and Staff groups 
favor;i.ng ;it. 
The additional area of con:flict within the Phillips University 
study was on Item 47, which would allow the editor the freedom to accept 
or reject advic;e offered by the faculty adviser. On this issl\e the 
Phillips University Actn,inistrators and Editors are widely separated, 
with the Administrators disagreeing (J.08) and the Editors agreeing 
(7~00). The Staff was heavily weighted in the same direction as the 
Editor group with a mean score of 5,46. 
Summ~ry 
This chapter has di~Gussed tµe author's findings at Phillips 
University, and has compared these findings with those of a similar 
study conduGted in 1970 by Susan Huser Carter at Oklahoma State 
University. 
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In both studies respondents from tµree groups of SOCIAL SYSTEMS 
were given a survE)y instrument consisting of 48 descriptions of the 
student newspaper editor's benavior- and were as~ed to mark thetr degree 
of approval or disapproval on a seven-point continuum for each statement. 
The instrument was designed to test two active independent variables; 
B~HAV~OR and FUNC+~ON~ BEHAVlOR was divided into Must~Do and May~Do 
categories (from which twq addii;ional behav;i.ors, Can•t ... Do anq. A~tual, 
were inferred). FUNC1lON was divided into three areas of News, Edi~ 
torial, and Supe~visory. Each item contained one level of behavior and 
one level of function. Levels of the SOC~A~ srs+~ were the university 
Administrators, who hold a sµperordinate position to that of the editor; 
the student newspaper Editors (past and present); and the student news-
paper- Staff members at tl;l.e time the sul'.1vey was administered. 
A principal purpose of the study was to compare the role percep~ 
tions of individuals at Phillips University, a small, private church-
related liberal. arts i~stitution~ with those of a large, public-
supported university such as Oklahoma State University. 
T).le author a1"j.tic;ipated that the three groups at Phillips University 
would respond in a more "liberal" manner to the ro:J_e descr;i.ptions of the 
editor than did the respondE;nts at Oklahoma State University. The 
findings~ however, do not completely support this anticipation; they 
strongly suggest that there are few major differences between the per~ 
ceptions of individuals in the private institution and those in the 
public institution, 
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Generally, the findings in this study oonfinn the findings in the 
Carter study. The Editor and Administrator respondents at Phillips 
University emerged as more polarized on many items than their counter~ 
parts at Oklahoma State University, but the two groups of student Staff 
members were, in general, very similar. 
This would suggest that, whil~ the Administrators at Oklahoma State 
Univers;l.ty "lean" in the same direc:ition, they do so with differing 
degrees of enthusiasm. The Phillips University ~dministrators are more 
firm in most instances than their oounte;riparts at Oklahoma State 
University. Likewise, the two groups of student Editors "lean" in the 
same direction, but the Phillips University editors are more finn in 
the degree of their support or non~support of a specific position. 
The result is that the Phillips University Administrators and 
Editors are farther apart in their perceptions of the editor's role than 
are the Oklahoma State University Administrators and Editors~ A differ~ 
ence between the views of Administrators and Editors also was evident in 
a few items for wh;i.ch data were c;::ollected solely at Phillips University. 
CffAP'l'ER V 
St,JMM.ARY, CONCiUSlONS, AND ~COt,1:MENDATlONS 
This ·study pa:rall,elE;ld a similar st4dy by Susan Huser Carter at 
Oklahoma State University in 1970~ It was conducted in an attempt to 
isolate, identify, and compare role expectations of three groups at 
Phillips University toward the student editor of the Halffi~?r and to 
e~amine those role expectations in r~lation to the expectations found in 
Carter's study of similar groups at OSU. It w~s assumed that this 
author's findings wouid either substantiate or refute the findings in 
the Carter study by pointing out similarities or differenqes between the 
responding groups at the two institutions~ It was also assum~d that if 
this study substantiated the Carter findings, the results of both 
studies might maJ<e a more positive contribution to the understanding and 
agreement of the student newspaper editor's role in a university eommun~ 
ity, whether that university be a private, church-related liberal arts 
;i.nsti tution such as Phqlips University., or a publ:i.cly supported, multi ... 
faceted university such as Oklahoma State University, 
The researeh objectives at Phillips were sub~divided into four 
areas of interest~ ~hey were: 
1) To determine areas of agreement concerning the editor's 
expected duties which would indicate Must~Do BEHAVIOR. 
2) To discover areas of agreement concerning unexpected dutie13 
for the editor whieh would indicate Can I t .. Do ~HAVIOR~ 
3) fo determine areas qf a9reement concerning the editor's 
permitted duties which would indicate May-Do ~liA,VlOR, 
4) To determin~ areas qf disagreement cqncerning the editor's 
aetual behavior whid::t would point to potential areas of 
conflict between the groups within the SOCIAL SYSTE~. 
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In both studies the participants were members of the student 
editor's SOCIAL SXSTEM and consisted of university Administrators, the 
Editors tp.emselves, past and present, and the Staff members who were on 
the student newspaper at the time the survey was taken. 
'l'he survey instrument consisted of 48 items describing various 
hYJlothetical behavior positions of the editorr BEffi\VIOR, then, was a 
variable which was sup~divided into two levels, Must•Do and May~Po, 
Another variable, FUNCTION, was added to test the reapondents' reactions 
to the editor's BEHAVIOR in tel'IJlls of the editor's role in malc,ing 
decisions involvinQ News, Editorial, and 1$taff ~uperviso;r,y matters. 
Ea~h item tested one level of BiHA.V10R and one level of fUNCTIQN. 
'.1,'wenty-eight of these research instruments were sent to the three 
SOCIAµ SYS'l'EM groups at Phillips University (compared to 53 in the 
Carter study), with 12 going to the university Administrator group, 
three going to the Editor group, and 13 going to the student Staff group. 
All were completed and returned. 
It should be noted.that the sample size in this study was barely 
more than half the size of the Carter sample. This was due to the 
smaller size of the Phillips University population, which would have to 
be multiplied some 15 times to equal the size of the Oklahoma State 
University population, Attention also should be directed to the small 
size of the Editor group at Phillips (3), compared to that at OSU (9). 
This was because there have been only three student editors of the 
Ha:vnak.er during the past six years. In each case the editor has held 
office fo:i;- two consecutive years. 
Differences in Perceived Editor's Role 
Both Carter and this author found that the mean approval of various 
editor BEHAVIORS depended on the particular SOCIAL SYSTEM group 
responding. 
Mean scores of BEHA.VlOR and FijNCTION for the three groups surveyed 
appear in Table IV, page 39. These data show that the groups combined 
to give greater support to the editor's May-Do BEHAVIOR than to his 
Must-Do BEHAVIOR. This confinnation went beyond the limits of Carter's 
respondents by mefill scores of 4.92 (PU Must-Do) to 5.17 (OSU Must-Do) 
and 5.32 (PU May-Do) and 5.54 (OSU May-Do). In both studies the prob• 
ability of a difference this l~r~e occurring by chance was beyond the 
.01 level. 
Both studies also confirmed that the mean approval of Supervisory 
FUNCTION was significantly greater than the mean approval of News and/or 
Editorial FUNCTIONS when the groups were responding in terms of Must-Do 
BEJ-IAVIOR only. 
Mean scores of FUNCTION and SOCIAL SYSTEM appear in T~ble V, 
page 42, and indicate that the three groups at Phillips also varied in 
their perceptions of the editor's FUNCTION, with the greatest variance 
opcurring between Administrators (4.90) and Editors (5,74). This is a 
greater variance than occurred in the Carter study, where the Adminis-
trator mean was 5.19 and the Editor mean was 5.89. 
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Mean seores of ;13$HAVIOR by SOCIAL SYSTEM appear in Table VI, 
page 43, E!l1d show that the~e iJ th~ ijame varian~e in the two ,t~dies 
between BE!tA,VIOR and between FUNCTlON, 
• Specific similari~ies as well as differences in the per~eptions and 
e:xpectations of the groups in both studies are most easily seen in the , I 
three Consensus tables and the Actual Behavior table. They are Tables 
VII, pages 45 and 46; VII~, page 49; I~, pages 52 and 53; and X, pages 
57 and 58. Each table shows consensus reached in both this study and 
the Carter study in an item~b~~item listing. 
The consensus on Must~Do 5EHAVIOR among Phillips University groups 
matched the Carter findings with only two exceptions, Those exceptions 
were on Items 6 and 14 whi~h appeared in the Garter study but not in 
this study. ~espo~ses to thos~ items suggest that the ed~tor at 
Phillips University is not e~eeted to print names of stud~nts charged --
with criminal acts, nor should ne edit any letter to the ~ditor for 
style, brevity, ;:md ac~uraey before publication~ 
Areas where the Phillips and Oklahoma State Univer~ity groups 
agreed with each other included the editor's News FUNCTION. Responses 
favor~d the editor's consulting with the faculty adviser on stories 
which he thinks may be libelous, Govering off-campus news events of 
interest to the university community, ~d p:resenting all sides of eon~ 
troversial issues. 
Editorially, according to test groups at both schools, the editor 
should make sure that opinion is confined to the editorial page or in 
opinion columns, give opportunity for other opinions to be expressed in 
~etters to the editor, use his editorial and opinion materials to 
interpret campus events and give them perspective, and be responsible 
for publication of all editorial content. 
In terms of Supervision, student editors at both schools are 
expected to be fiscally responsible and work in harmony with the circu~ 
lation and advertising departments in planning special editions, repri. 
mand by dismissal if necessary tpose staff members who do not perform 
satisfactorily, hold periodic staff meetings, be available to handle 
criticism of the paper personally instead of using the faculty adviser 
as a "buffer," and make sure staff members do not take advantage of the 
newspaper for their own personal publicity. 
The consensus on Ca.n•t~Do BEHAVIOR among Phillips groups matched 
the Carter findings with two exceptions. In this instance the Phillips 
respondents added Jtem 14 to the Can•t-Po listings, and failed to 
support the OSU groups' consensus on Item 44. Item 14 means that the 
Phillips groups do not expect the editor to edit letters published for 
style, brevity, and accurapy. In fa,iling to reach Can•t...Pq consensus on 
Item 44, the Phillips respondents shifted that item to May...])o consensus. 
Item 44 gives the editor freedom to determine the number of pages in 
each issue regardless of the amount of advertising sold! 
Areas of Can't-Do consensus where both the Phillips and Oklahoma 
State respondents agreed were in their belief that the editor should not 
block a news story even if it might give the university a bad image and 
that the editor should not submit his editorials to the publisher before 
they are printed. 
The consensus on May~Do BEHAVIOR among Phillips groups paralleled 
the Carter study with three exceptions. The first was Item J8, which 
would allow the editor to endorse political candidates for student office. 
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The Phillips groups did not inc1ude this as a May~Do item, but the OSU 
groups did. The second exception was Item 44, which allows the editor 
to determine the number of pages in each issue regardless of the amount 
of advertising sold. Phillips University respondents included this as 
a May ... Do item, but the OSU groqps did not. The third exception was 
Item 47, which would allow the editor to accept or reject advice offered 
by the faculty adviser. That item was included as a May-Do BEliAVroR by 
the Oklahoma State University groups but not by the Phillips University 
groups, 
Areas of May~Do consensus where both the Phillips University respon-
dents and the Oklahoma Sta:t;e University respondents agreed with each 
other were in the expectation that the editor may feel free to protect 
the source of his news, cover news events dealing with important social 
and political issues on campus, report on the meetings of university 
groups, and refuse to print stories that have already appeared in the 
community newspaper. 
Other areas of Mayr-Do consensus included the expectations that the 
editor may feel free to print letters to the editor from persons outside 
the university community, criticize the university administration so 
long as that criticism is ba51;id on accurate information, and select and 
write editorials related to city, state, national, or international 
issues that are of interest to the campus community. 
The final area of May-Do consensus between the groups in both 
studies included the expectations that the editor may feel free to 
supervise his staff, including hiring, selection of syndicated materials 
within the limits of his budget, and obtaining information of a "back-
ground" nature that might not be expected t!J appear in print. 
The fourth area, role beh~viors which are expectep. to cause con;.,: 
flict between pne or more of the SOCIAL SYSTEM g~oups, sh9wed that the 
areas of conflict at Phiilips University are mare numerou~ than the 
areas of conflict at Oklahoma State University~ The Carter study at OSU 
identified ten specific items of conflict, This study showed th~ same 
ten items as conflict areas at Phillips University, plus three addition~ 
al conflict items not found at osµ. The additional areas of conflict 
at Phillips University include one item in each of the News, Editorial, 
and Supervisory FUNCTIONS. 
The added conflict undl;lr N1:Jws FUNCT;[ON was Item 6, which states 
that the editor should print names a~d stories concerning members of the 
university community who are charged with criminal acts. At Phillips 
University the Administration ~nd the Editor 9roups disagreed (3.58 and 
J.66) with the student Staff (5.38). 
The added conflict under Editorial FUNCTION was Item 38, which 
states that the editor should feel free to endorse candidates for 
student political offices. Again, the Administration and thl:l Editor 
groups were in agreement (4.o8 and 4.oo), while the student Staff 
disagreed (3.07). 
The added conflict under Supervisory fUNCTION was Item 47 1 which 
states that the editor should feel free to accept or reject advice 
offered by the faculty adviser. This time the Administration disagreed 
(3.08) while the Editors and Stiaff groups agreed (7.00 and 5.46). 
News function behavior which was expected to cause conflict at 
both institutions included the editor's being solely responsible for the 
nf;!WS content of the paper, withdrawing stories if told to do so by the 
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publisher or adviser, and the using his own judgment on whether to allow 
obscene language in news and feature stories, 
Editorial function behavior which was expected to ~ause conflict 
at both institutions included the editor's having to submit his editor-
ials to the faculty adviser for approval, holding back on news articles 
which might cause the off-campus public to have a bad image of the 
university, and endorsing city, state, or national political candidates. 
Supervisory function behavior which was expected to cause conflict 
at both institutions included the editor's having sole authority to make 
up his salary budget, control expenditures for syndicated materials, 
and appoint the news staff. 
Conclusions 
This author can only conclude, as did Carter, that significant 
differences do exist between groups within the university community 
concerning the role of the editor of the student newspaper, and that 
such differences offer the opportunity for conflict to arise between 
groups and/or individuals. 
However, the present study also confirms that there are areas of 
significant agreement between the groups and individuals. Those differ-
ences and agreements have been presented in preceding chapters and 
sections of this document. 
In addition, this study reveals that, insofar as the student editor 
is concerned, certain groups at institutions of higher learning dif-
fering in organization and philosophy are in many ways similar in their 
perceived expectations of the editor's behavior. The areas of disagree? 
ment between corresponding groups at the two institutio~s were not found 
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to be ~evere in this study. This would indicate, then, that there is 
greater similarity than differences between the role perceptions of 
individuals at the two types of schools. In other words, such philo-
sophical and organizational differences do not extend significantly to 
the role perceptions of individuals within those institµtions. 
Recommendations 
Many of the problems revealed in this study center around the 
perception of individuals in terms of their position within the SOCI~ 
SYSTEM (which is, in reality, a ty_pe of structure or organization)~ 
Thus, one alternative is to retain the existing structure of the system 
and to develop a policy of behavorial guidelines for the Ha:rmak.er editor • 
. . , ,.; ' 
A second alternative is to restructure the social system by taking the 
student editor and staff out of the administrators' social system and 
establishing the student newspaper as a separate entity. 
If the first alternative were to be followed, the student newspaper 
would remain economically tied to the university and dependent upon the 
university for its survival. The establishment of guidelines for the 
editor's behavior in certain situations would enable the groups within 
the SOCIAL SYSTEM to know in advanc~ what is expected of the editor. 
Thus, the editor would know when he is in danger of creating conflict 
between himself and one of the other groups; and if he proceeded with 
behavior known to cause conflict he would do so at his own ris~. The 
guidelines would, of course, be subject to periodic review by all 
parties concerned. 
If the second alternative were to be followed, and many univer~ 
sities are moving in this direction, as was explained in the opening 
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chapters .of this thesis, the student newspaper would be separated fi-
nancially from the university and would be structured along the lines of 
a professional newspaper. Such a move at Phillips University, at 
present, is not a viable one. The Haymaker could not survive on the 
a<;lvertisin9 revenµe it now receives .. Advertising presently accounts for 
$ome 60 per cent of the operat:l.ng budget. The remainder comes from 
stuaent fees, which are turned over by thia administration to the student 
sen.ate !=ll'ld allooated by that body to numerous campt:1S organizations, 
including the student publications. 
However, adve:rtising revenue continues to increase each year and 
this ~llt.hor believes that within a few yet;:trs the Haymaker could become 
• . . ' ' 4 ' 
self-supporting. 
Within the framework o;f either alternative given above, anoth,er 
recollirnendation is in order. Lacie of understanding between individuals 
can cQntribl\te to conflict. This author does not presume to believe 
th,at understanding always leads to agreement. In fact, ind:ividuals 
may understlilJld each ·other's pos:l. tion on an issue and still disagree .. 
However, the important thing ;is to keep disagreement from becoming 
conflict. To accomplish this, it is recommended that the administration 
and.the e4itor mi:lke every effort to be open and candid with each other .. 
This Gould be accomplished through regular exchanges of information that 
wou.ld go beyond the surface "announcements" of what has happened or is 
going to happen. 
Finally, this author recommends to any who might find themselvel;l ;in 
one of the SOCIAL S)'.'STEM groups identified in this study, that they 
encourage a study of this kind on the groups at their college or 
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university. Insight into potenti~l areas of confli~t might prevent t~at 
confJict, and lead to better understanding. 
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You have been selected as one of several key people in the Phillips 
University community tq participate in a study of role perception of the 
position of editor of the Ha~~er. 
Your cooperation ip this study is very important as I <ill1 trying to 
find out what people, like you, think the editor should and should not 
do as well as what the ed:i tor may do if he chooses, 
The attached questionnaire will require only a short time to 
complete, Because the number of people selected is small, your help is 
quite important. 
The following pages contain a ntµn~er. of statements which qne could 
approve or disapprove. A seven~point scale beneath each statement allows 
you to record how much you approve or disapprove each statement. 
~~
The sample scale qelow indicates approximately what the different 
scale positions a],"e supposed to represent~ It should be used as a guide 












On the scale following each statement on these pages, please place 
an "X" i!lt the position that comes cl.osest to matching your feeling about 
the statement. For example the statement might read: 
The editor should feel free to print names of 
students in news stor~es who are on pr-obation or 
expelled. 
If you only slightly approve of this statement~ you would place 
an "X" in the third blank as follow$: 
Highly 
Approve x - ............... 
Highly 
Disapprove 
.A,11 i terns are ba1;:1ed on statements that people a,cross the country 
have made concerning editors of campus newspapers, Statements which 
in~ ude the phrase, "the editor should," are not to be interpreted as 
being advocated by me~ This phra$e indicates the editor should perform 
this way every time. 
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It is ~ot nece~sary for you to sign your name. The word admin~s-
trator, ~taff or editor written in th~ upper righthand oorn~r indicates 
your relation~hip with the position of editor. 
:Remember that there are no "right" or "w:riong" answers to any of the 
statements; it all depends on your own viewpoint.. Please mark every 
statement, but every statement should have only one mark~ 
l will be very grateful if you take the time to fill out th~ 
questionnaire as instructed and return it to me as quickly as possible. 
Sincer~ly 7 
Prof~ Lynn Smith 
i. ~he editQr should consult with the faculty adviser on any 
new.s story which tl)e edi~or thinks may Pe libelous. 
nignly highly 
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approve ___ ,__ d;i. sapp:,:,ove .,....,.......,_ 
2, The editor sl').ould assi.gn a repprter to cover of:f-aampus news 
of special intevest to the university collllllunity. 
highly highly 
approve disapprove 
J. The editor should t/3ke special care to be sure that all 
pertinent views are prese~ted in news stories on controversial issues, 
particularly in area.s where opinion of the general student body are 
involved. E~ample; Disrµption of library services by plack students. 
highly highly 
appl"ove disapprove 
~. The editor should be solely responsiqle for publication 
of all news content. 
highly 
approve __ _ 
higlfl,y 
d;i,sapprove ...,...,.........,.. 
5. When the editor thinks a news story gives the reader a bad 
image of the ,,mi versi ty, he sh<:>uld prevent :j.t from b~;i.ng publishec:t. 
highly 
approve __ _ 
highly 
disapprove ---
6. The editor should print names and stories con~erning members 
of the university community who are charged with criminal acts such 





7. The editor should withdraw news stories from the paper before 





8 0 The editor should withdraw news stories from the paper before 





9. The editor should make sure that opiµion is confined to the 






10~ The editor should provtde a forum on the editorial page for 
exchange of comment and criticism, even if it is contrary to the 
newspaper's point of view. Example: Letters to the Editor space. 
highly 
approve __ _ 
h;i.gh~y 
disapprove ---
11. The editor should accept sole responsibility for publication 
of all editorial and opinion content. 
highly highly 
approve disapprove 
12. The editor should submit his editorials to the faculty adviser 




di sa.pprove .....,......,.,._.... 
1J. The editor should submit his editorials to the university 






14. The edi i;or sn.ouid edit any letter to th,e editor for sty:j.e, 




,...,... ____ disapprove 
15. The editor should attempt through editorials or opinion 
columns to interpret campus events for the university community and set 
it in perspec;:tive from all information available to him. Examp.le: 
Student Senate action, University S~nate action, funding of the new 
student center or budget allocations of university funds. 
highly 
approve __ ..,..... 
highly 
disapprove ---
16_ Since the Haymaker has an off-campus publiq, the editor 
s~ould keep in mind the impression of the university he is creating 
when writing editorials. 
highly highly 
approve __ _ di s;:i.pprove ..,..........,,........, 
Bo 
17, 'l'he editor, alone, should f!lake up the 'budget setting salaries 
:fo:r staff, money :for photo!;Jraphy, syndi cat~d columns an.d other expenses 
within his allottecl funds. 
highly 
approve __ _ 
hignly 
disapprove _.,..,...,_..,.,._ 
18. The editor sho4ld cooperate with the circulation and adver-
tising departments in. planning special editions to increase advertising 
revenue. 
highly 
approve-.. ....... ,__ 
highly 
__..........,__,,disapprove 
19. The editor should 1 with publications committee approval, 
dismiss staff members who 1 in his opinion, are irresponsible or do 
unsatisfactory work. 
highly 
approve ___ _ 
highly 
disapprove _,,...........,.....,. 
20 0 The editor, alone, should determine his news organiz;ation 




disapprove ............... _... 
21, The editor should hold periodic staff meetings to discuss 





di$approve __ .........,. 
22. The editor should be on hand to app;rove al,l articles, letters 
or other material proposed for publication which involve public 





23. The editor should deal direptly with all persons concerning 
newgpaper criticism himself rather than asking the faculty adviser to 





24. The editor should make sure members of the news staff do not 
take advaptage of the newspaper for tl;leir own personal publicity. 






25. The editor should feel free to refuse to reveal his sources 





26. The editor should feel free to assign reporters to write 
in-depth, interpretative news storie$ on social and political issues on 
C1;llllpus such as drugs, the pill, racial problems, etc. 
highly 
approve __ _,... 
highly 
disapprove ----
27. The editor should feel free to report meetings of any group 





28. The editor should feel free to use his own judgement on 
whether to allow obscene language in news and feature stories. 
highly highly 
approve disapprove 
29~ 'l'he editor shoulq feel free to determine whether a particular 
topic is suitable for a news story. 
highly 
approve __ ....., 
highly 
disapprove ---
JO. The editor should feel free to determine whether to print 
unsolicited material whic::h is not carried as paid advertising. Exqlllple: 





J1. When a news story has previously been printed ;in the Enid 
. --News & Ea21e or other :,itate paper, the editor should feel free to 
refuse th publish it in the HaIIB~ker. 
32. When space is limited, the editor should feel free to cut the 
length of a major sports story in order ta print news about intellectual 





33. The editor should feel free to p;rint l~tters to the editor 






34. The editor should feel free to criticize present administra-
tion policies or policy changes in edi to;r;l,.als, but he is obligated to 
l:la:9e his c;ri ticism on compl';:!te and a~c;:urate information available tp him. 
highly highly 
approve disapprove 
35. The editor should feel free to use his own judgement in 





36. The editor should use his own judgement in whether to allow 





37. The editor should feel fref;'l to write editorials promoting 
students• interests on controversial issues. Example: tuition increase 
or dormitory c;losing hours. 
highly highly 
apppove disapprove 




39. The editor should feel free to endorse Enid, state or national 
political candidates. 
highly 
approve __ _ 
highly 
disapprove ---
40. The editor should feel free to write editorials relc:1-ted to 
Enid, state or national social and political problems when they affect 
members of the university community. Example: amnesty for draft 
dodgers, open housing, welfare programs. 
highly 
approve __ _ 
highly 
disapprove ---
41. The ~ditor should feel free to appoint students without 
journalism training to his paid staff. 
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highly 
approve __ _ 
h;ighly 
disapprove _......,__,.. 
42. The editor should feel free to select and order any syndicated 






43. The eo.itor should feel free to become friends with student 
government leaders, but he should be strictly objective in reporting 
their activities. 
highly highly 
approve ...-........ ._... p.i sapprove 
_....,.._ 
44. The editor should feel free to determine the number of pages 
in each issue of the paper regardless of the amount of advertisin~ sold. 
highly 
approve __ _ 
highly 
disapprove ---
45. Tqe editor should feet free to aggressively seek out back ... 
ground briefings or offffthe~record infonnation on iinY su~j~et from any 
news source in the university community. This information would not be 




46. The editor should feel free to allow a member of the news 





47. The editor should feel free to a~cept or reject advice 
offered by the faculty adviser, 
highly highly 
approve disapprove 
48. The editor should feel free to extend ·thei deadline in order 
to include a late .... breal:dng news event. 
highly 
approve __ _ 
highly 
disapprove ....,.. __ 
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from Oklahoma State U~iv~r~ity in 1966; 9omplet~d require~ 
ments for the Master of SGience degree in Mass Communication 
from Okhnoma State University in July, 1973. 
Professional Experience: Reporter, Ponca City News, 196~~63; 
News Editor, Tonkawa New~, t96J~66; Journalism Instruetor 
and Director of PµbUc Relatior:is, Northe;l!"n Okl.µioma Junior 
College, 1966-67; Supervisor of Employee Com~unications, 
Continental Oil Company, Ponca City, Oklahoma, 1967~69; 
Assistant Professor of Mass Communications, Philli~s 
University, Enid, Oklahoma, 1969 to present, 
